
EFFECTS
10 Technosis disk (Techno FX)
27 Tektron, Juno Brush, Vai Rev, Hs Slide
30 Hits, Drum Beat
34 Applause, Orch, Bell, Slap Bass, Heart Beat
60 Techno FX & Hits (6 sounds)
116 Space Drum (10 out of this universe techno sounds, this is one very cool disk!) good for rap.
125 Sound FX (4 phones, fax, cordless, wind chime, radio, bic lighter)
126 Sound FX Live Night (Crickets, Crow, bird, Dog bark, Dog loop)

DRUMS
11 House Boom 2 (Awsome House/Techno Drums)
12 AKAI XR-10 Disk
16 "ULTRA BEAT BOX 1" (Great assorted sounds)
17 "ULTRA BEAT BOX 2"
18 Teknofelia Kit acid drums, Acid Organ
19 3D Techno Kit (19 techno drums, kik snr, hh, perc. . . )
20 Roland Acid Kit (kiks, snrs, tech bass)
21 SR-16 Techno Kit
22 Alesis HR-16B
23 R8 Electric Kit
25 Techno Percussion (28 latin and techno perc.)
31 "V" Drums
42 RY30 Drums
49 TR-909 and TR-808 disk
57 Hip Kicks 1 (28 kisks)
58 Hip Snares 1 (27 snrs)
59 Hip Snares 2 (29 snrs)
84 RY30 kicks & snares
85 RY30 cymbals
86 RY30 toms & percussion
87 RY30 percussion
88 M1 Drums no reverb
89 Lynn drum alt. sounds
90 TR-626 drums & latin kit
91 T1 / T3 mega durms 1
92 T1 / T3 mega drums 2
93 T1 / T3 mega drums 3
109 RM-50 drum kit
110 SR-16 drum kit (6 kicks, 11 snrs, hhs)
111 New Beat drum kit 1 (12 samples)
112 New Beat drums #2
113 New Beat drums #3
114 New Beat drums #4
115 Hump-Dog Drums (4 kiks, 2 snr, 3 hits, 808 kik, boom, hh, ohh, rim, shaker, clave, clap, snr)

128 Rough Kit Drums + Analog drums - (7 kicks, 4 snrs, + ana kick, snare, boom & lazar)
129 MPC Kit (5 kicks, 6 snares, 1 clap, hi hats, 5 perc., crash,) + 1Instabeat
130 Ton 'o' Drums Rap Kit (5 kicks, 8 snares, boom, hi hat)
131 SP1200 Rap Kit (2 kicks, 2 booms, 3 snares, 2 hi hats, latin percussion)
132 Rump Set (4 kicks, boom, snare, hh, 3 hype fx)
133 Live Kit 1 (kick, 2 snares, 2 hi hat, drum loop, super sub bass)
134 Proteus Drums (kiks, snares, hi hats, latin percussion - 25 total samples)

215 Underground Drums 20 Drums, FX & Bass
216 Rap Thangs 5 Kicks, 3 Snrs, 2 Vocals, 1 Bass, 3 FX
217 “The Bomb” Kit 6 Kicks, 4 Snrs, Tamb, 2 Scratches, 2 Hypes
218 D. Black Set 8 Kicks, 8 Snrs, 1 FX
219 Serious Rap 10 Kicks, 6 Snrs, 1 Boom, 1 FX
220 Street Drums 2 Kicks, 6 Snrs, Boom, 4 FX, 3 Bass, Record Pop Loop
221 Latin Kit MMP Wood Crickets, Triangle, Granite Blocks, Tamb, Shaker, Pods
222 Live Drums Loops 3 Loops for Rap or Dance
223 Percussion City 3 Cowbells, 2 Vibra Slaps, Tamb Loop, Wood Balls
224 Chimes & Shakers Windchimes and Shaker
250 Simmons Kit (4 kicks, 5 snares, 2 glass)
251 Jingle Bells (3 sleigh bell samples)
252 Jingle Bells #2 (2 sleigh bell samples)
253 SP-12 Kit (1 kik, 2 snr, 2 toms, synth chord, syn bass)
254 SP-12 Electronic (4 kiks, 9 snr, tom, hh, oh)
255 Sequential TOM Drums (kik, snr, hh, oh,clap, tom, muted crash)

256 R8 Electronic Kit (4 kicks, 4 snrs, rim, toms, lazar, E toms, crash, ride, 808 clave)
257 TD-7 Monster Kit (kick, snr, toms, hh, oh, crash, ride)
258 SPD-8 Kit (6 kicks, 7 snrs, clap, cowbell, toms, scratch)
259 CR-80 Kit (5 kicks, 4 snrs, 2hh, 2oh, toms, uh, hey)
260 TR-707 Kit (kk, snr, rim, slap, hh, oh, crash, ride, 2 bass, 3 syns)
261 R5 Percussion (hh, cym, ride, percussion, 3 bass)
262 D-70 Kit (3 kicks, 5 snrs, clap, toms, 3 hh)
263 DR-660 Big Gym (kik, 2 snr, rim, cow, toms, 2 crash, ride)
264 DR-660 Power Kit (kik, snr, clap, cow, crahs, ride)
265 DR-660 Dance Kit (909 kik, 909 snr, 2 kik, 4 snr, clap, snap, analog perc, tamb)
266 DR-660 Dance Kit 1 (2 kiks, 6 snrs, hh, oh, vibra slap)
267 DR-660 Dance Kit 2 (2 kiks, 6 snrs, tamb, cow, crash, more)
268 DR-660 Dance FX (19 samples)
269 DR-660 Techno Kit (Elec kik, snr, 4 toms, ride, foot hh, ohh)
270 Alesis D-4 (2 kiks, 3 snr, triangle, cow, glass, snap, clap)
271 HR-16 Kicks & Snares (10 kiks, 10 snrs, hh, oh)
272 HR-16 Cymbals & Percussion (26 samples)
273 Yamaha RX5 (2 kiks, 3 snrs, rim, slap, ride, crash, shaker, tamb, hh, E-toms)
274 RX5 Rom (kik, snr, 2 congas, glass, perc, agogo, gun, timb, bass, whistle, tympany, uhh)
275 RX5 Rom (3 kiks, 3 snr, toms, crash, dist guitar)
276 RY-10 Kicks (21 Kicks)
277 RY-22 Dance Kit (5 kik, 6 snr, rim, hh, oh, lazar, clap, shaker, perc)
278 TX-16w (6 kiks, 6 snares, pecussion)
279 SY-22 Kit (2 kik, 2 snr, toms, scratch, triangle, clap, shaker, hh, crash, ride 5 perc., E tom)
280 Akai XR-10 (10 kicks, 4 snares, 3 hh)
281 XR-10 Toms & Cymbals (3 crash, ride, 3 tom sets)
282 XR-10 Percussion (agogo, orch hit, bas, timbale, clap, snap, 3 conga, vibra slap, shaker,

clave, cow, whistle)
283 Kawai XD-5 (8 kicks, 14 snrs, 2 toms, 2 cow, rim, clap, hh, oh, orch)
284 Ensoniq VFX SD Kit (3 kik, 3 snr, hh, oh, de-bass, res-synth)
285 Peavey DPM Kit (kik, 2 snr, 2 toms, hh, oh, shaker, tamb, 8 perc)
286 Drums (4 kicks, 6 snares, wonder, anarezo bas, pop, cymb, perc)
287 System 100 Cyber (kick, snr, hh, analog perc)
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Great Dance Samples by

"Clean, bright and pack a punch."
"When heard in stereo environment, these sounds come alive as
they appear to dance across a three dimensional field."
April, 93'       Bryce Inman - Transoniq Hacker 4

DRUM LOOPS
107 Stereo Rave Loops (125 BPM)
108 Live Rap Drum loops (3 loops, 2 vocals)
117 Massive Trance Beats (2 loops 160 bpm)
118 Tranz Beats (3 loops 135 bpm)
204 Funk Loops (95, 120, 120 BPM at C)
205 Jungle Loop (110 BPM)
206 Techno Loops (2 Loops 134 BPM)
207 Techno Rock Loop (RM-50 120 BPM)
208 Techno Rock Loop (RM-50 130 BPM 3 loops)
209 808 Loops (Kraftwerk Style 130 BPM 3 loops)
210 Funk Beat Box Loops (120 BPM 3 loops)
211 Stereo Wah Loop (Techno 129 BPM 2 loops)
212 Rave Loops (140 BPM 3 loops)
213 Euro Loops (115 BPM 4 loops)
214 Techno Loops (130 BPM 4 loops)
238 House/Techno Beats      5 Loops at 121 BPM From DCS1
239 House/Techno Beats 2   5 Loops at 121 BPM From DCS1
240 House/Techno GlsBts    Glass Loop, Glass Breaking, 2 Drum Loops 126 BPM From DCS1

SYNTHS
13 Moog Synths 1-12 DISK
15 MGA Moog Sychop, Distort, Choir
24 Techno Hits (10 techno hits)
26 Tek Disk, 3 Acid Pads
28 House Pads, Woodward, Spider, Spectra, Drama
29 VFX Ttransrxz, Wierd, Monks, Meow, Pink Patch
32 Pressure Pad, Pipe, HS Inst, Woodz
33 Roland JUPITER 8 Sweep, DX OBERHIEM
35 Moog PRODIGY Wow Synth, Bass, E Bells
43 DX-100 Heavy synth, Fuzz clav, Mono bass, Solid B, Synth bass
44 Moog Roug bass 1, CYBASS, WASYNT
45 Moog PRODIGY #2 (8 techno synths)
46 Moog PRODIGY #3 (5 techno synths)
47 Kurzweil K-2000 #1 (4 techno synths)
56 Funk Basses (6 jupiter 8 & mini moog)
61 Techno Syns (5 sounds)
62 Techno Hits (7 sounds)
63 House Syns (4 sounds)
64 Bass' (6 from M1, ry30, and moog)
65 Techno Syn Stuff (4 sounds)
66 Techno Syn Stuff 2 (8 sounds)
67 JD-800 Synth Leads 1 (3 leads)
68 JD-800 Synth Leads 2 (3 leads)
70 Modular Moog 1 (3 mod bass)
71 Modular Moog 2 (3 mod bass)
72 Modular Moog 3 (3 mod synths)
75 Waveterm Synths 1 (1-4)
76 Waveterm Synths 2 (5-7)
79 Moog  #1 Techno bass 1-3 Acid Pad, Funk Siren (Stereo)
80 Moog #2 T bass 4, happy meals, mono glide (7 insts.)
81 Moog #3 Rave Bass 1-15  Classic analog rave sound.
82 Moog Stereo FX, wah, thx, weird, space bug, hell, sci fi, hit
83 Moog Stereo FX echo, whistle, fat mama, siren, shot, alien
94 O1W #1 sweeping, Stakeout
95 O1W #2 hyperairy, arabian nt
96 Juno 2 jazz, syn bass, stereo-  strings, pno hit, poly hit.
97 Kawai K3m (Fat bass, E pno, New Jack bass, Slowlow, Drawbar Techmono, Bap bass, Bells)
98 MOOG Opus 3 in stereo (Simple bass, strings, mixed, organ, tech, Farisaish, Fat, Jotr)
99 ARP Axxe (Axxe 1, 2, St Factr, Fat trum, sub, E strings, X-fat, Funk syn, Hard ID, String thing, org.)
100 U-20 multi-sampled Piano
101 VFX-1 (The rack, Dance bass, Deepness, Scream, Lush Strings, Romance, Mirror Bell)
102 VFX-2 (My Desire, Night Moods, Better Bells)
103 VFX-3 (Titanic, Master, Drone, Darkern, Impressions)
104 VFX-4 (Platinum, Chromium, Zap Strings, Metal keys)
105 VFX-5 (Glory, Wreckage, Harmony, Marrbass, Godsend, Bell Hall)
106 SH101 (SH patchsel, PNO, Bass 1, 2, String, Mini, VL org, peep, zit)
121 Juno 106 (String pad, gothic organ, phaser sin, funky bass, xprsiv piano, movie scene, mellow fuzz,

4 in 1 bass, more)
122 MKS-80 (Jupiter Strings, Hard edge strings, New day horns)
123 VFX-6 (Hybrid synth, layer bass, reflection, dark hour)
124 VFX-7 (Orbit, Digi moods, Rainy day)
135 Proteus Strings (stereo strings, flute, electric piano, muted guitar, wind chime, saxaphone,

marimba, hard trumpet)
136 Arp Axxe Old School (xylo bells, wurlitzer elec. piano, mod wheel, funky organ, arp classic, anathn

strings, bottom bass, lula synth)
137 Sequential Circuits Six Track (piano bass, pad lead, clavan*, texture move, pan-o-hit, guitar string)
138 Minimoog Old School Synths & Leads (low bass, clinton bass, mona bass, bell siren, electro pad,

mmp moog lead, oldskool mmp, lil fat dit, dope fx, moog bad bass, prodigy pad)

DISK SALE!
Any 10 Disks $59

Additional disks
only $5 each.

Sale good anytime
Shipping and handling $3.50
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SYNTHS (cont.)
142 D-50 Synths (calliope, future pad, hammond organ, 70's lead, old lead, synth bass,

marimba, pizzago)
144 Trance FX 1 (martian, hit, alarm sound)
145 Trance FX 2 (alarm, future lead)
146 Trance FX 3 (trippy sound, bubbles, waives)
147 Trance FX 4 (klang * *, view stereo)
149 House Kit 1 (tunnel vibe, dance bass, sub water bass, show me organ, euro house hit,

glass hit, 2 drum loops)
150 House Kit 2 (string tech, 909 & bass, house beat, organ hit, house bass, deep house hit)
151 Roland D-20 (sweeping, phutostring, weathereport, log bass)
152 Roland D-20 #2 (drums, bird, random fx, rvs spin, brass synth)
153 Oberheim Matrix 1000 (brass synth, the strings, synk, guitar synth, super bass)
154 Oberheim Matrix 1000 #2 (sweepy, heavy bass, voices mellow)
155 Peavy DPM3 #1 (steel drum, ship bass, blower, metal bell, elec. piano + vox, bezz-buzz, new

drum kit)
156 Peavy DPM3 #2 (drum kit, scratch, pop bass, rez bass, big bass, lead 1)
157 Korg Poly 800II (analog horns, fat filter strings, jx type, funk fat bass,80's bass, minimoog

bass, fanfare, poly 800 b)
158 Jazz Horn Hits (5 hits)
159 House Hold Sounds 1 (doorbell 1, doorbell 2, alarm clock, honda horn)
160 JD-800 Synths 1 (Synthadelic-Bass, Fantasia, Spun Glass)
161 JD-800 Synths 2 (Africa, Swimotion, Meaty Bass)
162 JD-800 Drums (African Percussion)
163 JD-800 Synths 3 (Chinkvoy Bass, Teknofunk Bass, Pulsation)
164 JD-800 Synths 4 (Aurora, Shakaflute, Poly Synth, Face Bass)
165 JD-800 Synths 5 (Macho Swell, 2 Way Slide)
166 JD-800 Piano (LA Midied Piano)
167 Memory Moog 1 (Moog Pad, Memory, Modulator, Phantom)
168 Memory Moog 2 (Hacksaw, Eraser, Das Boot, Anvil, Hemmer Bass)
169 Prophet VS #1 (Repent, Hvy Analog, Seq 2, Synth Choir)
170 Prophet VS #2 (Heavy-vs, Soft-vs, Repeat-vs, VS-sequenzer)
171 Prophet VS #3 (Pac-bell, Vulcanic, Slow Strings, VS-seq 4)
172 Prophet VS #4 (Analog String, Resolike, Dignity)
173 Oberheim Expander #1 (Fat Poly Syn, Seq Line, Nobodies, OB-Brass, Noize Hit 2)
174 Oberheim Expander #2 (X-Choir, The Logan, X-Bass, Reso Bass, Noize 1)
175 Oberheim Matrix 1000 (Distort, Africana, Ooowaah, Trilomdoct,Under Bass)
176 Ensoniq VFX #8 (Fat Notes, Slow Orchstra, Digi Fair)
177 Ensoniq VFX #9 (PPG-Style, Digi Mood 1, Digi Mood 2, Jungle Bass)
178 Ensoniq SQ-1 #1 (SQ Plus Piano)
179 Ensoniq SD-1 #1 (Drum Stuff, Anl-bass, Synth-bass, One Note, Big Money, Scream Lead)
180 Ensoniq SD-1 #2 (Swell Strings, Syn Horns, Deepness, Pizzacato, Woodwords, Dance Bass)
181 Ensoniq SD-1 Drums (Kicks & Snares, Cymbals)
182 Korg M1 #1 (Universe-16, Nimbus, Synth Bass 1, Dist Guitar)
183 Korg M1 #2 (Film Score, Pyramids, Beauty, Barbarians)
184 Korg M1 #3 (Ooh-Ahh, Bottle Bell, Fretless)
185 Korg M1 #4 (Pole, Dream Pad, Solo Sax)
186 Korg T1 Synths #1 (Resonanat, Metal Voice, Air Strings, Whips)
187 Korg T1 Synths #2 (Bowed Steel, Midnight Split)
188 Korg T1 Synths #3 (Willow, Steam Bells)
189 Korg T1 Synths #4 (Wind, Pot Covers, Indust Noize, Fantasy)
190 Korg T1 Synths #5 (Spike Synth, Air Voice, Asian Art)
191 Yamaha SY22 #1 (Matrix 22, Sad Angel, Vecta Seq)
192 Yamaha SY22 #2 (Full Strings, Genesis, Itopia)
193 Yamaha SY22 #3 (Syn Bass, Crystals, Digicord, Prophecy)
194 Yamaha SY22 #4 (Nostromo, Rainy Night, DX Legend)
195 Yamaha SY22 #5 (Industry, Rap-Percussion, Electric Road)
196 Yamaha SY22 #6 (Zombie, Inca Bottle, Evolver)
197 Kawai Spectra #1 (Specta Kit, Syn Bass, Breath String)
198 Kawai Spectra #2 (Brassy, Angflick, Stringzzz, Hammer Hed,Vignettes)
199 PPG Wave 2.3 #1 (Fat Synth, SQ Sound, Bazuka, Beginners)
200 PPG Wave 2.3 #2 (Dig Piano, SQ Split, Digi Synth, Mellovel, SQ 7, Diphone)
201 PPG Wave 2.3 #3 (Fat PPG, Future, Disty)
202 Jupiter 8 Layers (Mongloid, Layer Bass, Modular)
203 Jupiter 8 Layers 2 (Shamenist, Mystic, Orgo)
225 Rap Bass Juno-6 (Reacter Bass, Juno Rap Bass 1, 2, Rap a Tak Bass, Thik Bass, MMP Thik,

Soft Bass, Lazy Bass)
226 Juno-6 Old Strings (Chisn, W-Chorus, Juno 6, Rap Lead, Slide Strnz, Wide)
227 Rap Synth & Textures(Anasyntextr 1, 2, Pan Pad, Soft Pad, Heavenly 1, 2, X-plosion (Juno 6)
288 Roland D-20 (Ethican Synt, feed backer, cross echo, reso attack, metalic strs)
289 D-70 (ghosties, sweep space, prologue)
290 D-70 (wow-jet, nite sprite, dl-moog,-bass-2)
291 D-70 (clisck-lesly, big guitar, shu-doon)
292 D-70 (wet synth, willow 2, tarbass)
293 D-70 (orion, brn-storm)
294 D-70 (LA 2001, moonlight)
295 D-70 (Fantasia, rumble-solo, lambadarm)
296 D-70 (Mystic-choir, orch layer)
297 D-70 (Stick decay, DLM synth, DLM keys, quasar)
298 D-70 (Rhodes, strings, JP-strings, pipes, callipeod)
299 D-70 (D70 drums, moog bass 1 & 2, prologue, shuu-doon, shaka)
300 D-70 (lead 1, breath, spect bell, metal, nail, dsg p, dsg sw hm)
301 D-70 (Clicklesly, nite sprite, sweep space, mother pad)
302 D-70 (Wow jet, space dream, big guitar)
303 D-70 (Tibet bell, fuzz brass, lead synth, lead vox)
304 JD-800 (Millennium, massive pad)
305 JD-800 (Syn-pipe-solo, sunday-best)
306 JD-800 (Scrapin-bone, hybrid-strings, nylon-choir)
307 JD-800 (1974, JD-bells)
308 JD-800 (Ice-man)
309 Synths (The big pad, blow the bottle)
310 Synths (Entropy, lead rock guitar)
311 Synths (Cascade falls, analog love thang)

SYNTHS (cont.)
312 Wavestation (Station platform, excalaber)
313 Korg T-1 (Steam bells, air-voice)
314 M1 Fretted (Synstring, saw play, sqr lead, interstellar)
315 M1 Hybrid  (Happy sad, stellar pad, neutrino)
316 M1 (Symphonic, pan flute)
317 M1 (Lore, Bottles)
318 M1 (Solo synth, Magician)
319 Korg Poly 6 (Sweep mod, string synth, voice, hammer bass, plastic stng, rez bas)
320 Poly 6 (Pizzicauto, rezo traker, classic, octaves, slow attack)
321 Poly 6 (Poly synth, resonence, monster, iceman, attak synth)
322 Korg Mono Poly (Monopoly 1, bass, efx)
323 Korg Mono Poly (Pluk & string, bell & pad, bell & choir)
324 Korg Mono Poly (Big Bang, Star Dawn)
325 Kawai K1  (Spirit Bell, Duicimer, piano voice, sky voices 2, soundtrack 2, sine bass)
326 Kawai K1 (Moonraker, kinda D50, strar dust, tring orch)
327 Kawai K3  (Sample this, modular bass, moog bass K3)
328 Kawai K3 (K3 strings, swelled K3, K3 mellotron)
329 Kawai K4 (Monument, elc kalimba, goofville, basical, out-o-range, cmi chorus, cmi voice)
330 Kawai K4 (K4 set, ocean watch)
331 TX-16W (Underwater)
332 Yamaha TG-55 (Sy drum card, bass rez, pl distortion, perc bass)
333 SY55 (reso perc, blow, ana seq, smooth, fantasy, power bs, tuti)
334 SY55 (symphny, shating, angel ,dream pad)
335 Peavey DPM3 (Orch hit, ethereal bass, kwenk, syn bass, bass)
336 Peavey DPM3 (Arianne, reson-8)
337 Peavey DPM3 (Bass's finger, roundwound, slap, nofret, contra)
338 MicroWave (Microwave 1 - 4)
339 MicroWave (Microwave 5 -7)
340 Proteus XR (Hall strings, in choir)
341 Proteus XR #2 (Big brass, stereo sax, thunder bass)
342 Proteus XR #3 (B-3 Organ, String orch)
343 Akai S-1000 (slap & slide, thriller orch, arp vcf, omega bells, di

spike, delicate)
344 ESQ 1 (Mini bass, dlunk acid split, pluk, drumz, smooth, nize)
345 ESQ 1 (Slit 1 - 5, noize)
346 ESQ 1 (Slit 1 - 3, hard, heavy)
347 VFX (La-art, hydra, zyropluck)
348 VFX (Sync Lead, soundtrack)
349 VFX (Piano, Voices, Syn hit bass, tom slapback)
350 VFX (Ice land, marsrise)
351 VFX (Anvil string, wood&word)
352 VFX (Spectral, collins, resident)
353 VFX (It monstah, springtide, transvox, rez strings)
354 VFX (shimmer, elp breath, vfx elec drm)
355 VFX (Crown choir, arctic elate, ex-at)
356 VFX (Multi clav, space voice, sna sweep, sci-fi)
357 VFX (Rattlesnake, slow rise)
358 VFX (Lah-lah, sweet tooth, muted 5ths, synth lead, steel vox, finale, bell kagong)
359 Cyber Punk (Ultra-sweep, death-part, misty reef)
360 Cyber Punk (Urophone, seventyheight, bak 2 u, floor bass)
361 Cyber Punk (psedo lupe, flunk bass)

GUITAR & GUITAR LOOPS
73 Rock Dist. Guitars 1
74 Rock Dist. Guitars 2
119 Funky ass Guitar Loops (3 loops, 2 samples, patch switches)
120 More Funky Guitar Loops (3 loops multi patch switches)
148 Guitar + Vocoder (4 riffs, pad) for rap or old school
228 Funky Guitar Loops (Mellow Jay on Wha-Wha Guitar, 2 Loops, 4 Samples)
229 Funky Guitar 2 5 Wha Gtr Samples
230 Funky Guitar 3 “Evil Wha” 5 Samples
231 Funky Guitar 4 “Evil Wha” 6 Samples
232 Funky Guitar 5 “Evil Wha” 7 Samples
233 Funky Guitar 6 2 Wha Guitar Loops, 2 Samples
234 Funky Guitar 7 2 Wha Guitar Loops, 3 Samples
235 Funky Guitar 8 3 Wha Mood Samples, 2 Loops
236 Funky Guitar 9 4 Rhythm Samples
237 Funky Guitar 10 Guitar Loops, Bits & Pieces (6 Samples)

VOCALS
127   Ambient Vocals (Male spoken vocals for techno and dance)
139 Vocoder Dance Vocals (I wanna eat you, if I could only taste ya,

     1 2 3 4, the year is 1999, the future, you're so freaky, oh so funky) from the Vocal Bytes CD1.
140 Vocoder Dance Vocals (funky diva, digital, oh dance, love is what you need, booty in your face)  from

the Vocal Bytes CD1.
141 Vocoder Techno Vocals (mission complete, shut down terminal, thank you goodnight, humanoids,

computing data)
143 Space Vocals (processor computing data, 3 2 1 blast off, warning, star ship 53, you're clear for

landing)
241 Vocal Bytes 1 4 Female Vocal Licks for House/Dance
242 Vocal Bytes 2 7 Female Vocal Licks for House/Dance
243 Vocal Bytes 3 4 Female Vocal Licks for House/Dance
244 Vocal Bytes 4 5 Female Vocal Licks for House/Dance
245 Vocal Bytes 5 6 Female Vocal Licks for House/Dance
246 Vocal Bytes 6 6 Male Vocal Licks for House/Dance
247 Vocal Bytes 7 Male Vocals for Rap/Dance
248 Vocal Bytes 8 5 Male Vocals for Rap/Dance
249 Vocal Bytes 9 5 Distorted JB Type Samples

All of the sound disks listed on page 4-5 are available on the Powerhouse CD-rom.
See page 3 for details.



NEW DISKS!
362 East Coast Drums +(5 kiks, 5 snrs, 1 big boom, 2 hh, 2 drum loops,1 bass woo,)
363 Flava Drums (6 kiks, 3 snrs, 2 hh, perc, 1 drum loop, ear fx, fatold bass, sub bass,napi horn, mac ear drums, introp sound)
364 Slow Rap Drums (1 boom, 2 kiks, 4 snrs, 3 hh, 2 triangles, ride, 1 shaker, 2 loops)
365 Distorto Drums (2 loops, 2 kicks, 4 snrs, 2 hh)
366 G Funk Sounds (bass nasty, punch, humina, dre in stein, 6 trk, spliff, vintage, lawnmower, chordy rhodes, dr dre string, horn

slur, rap rhodes,low joe bass, underground bass, sir funk bass)
367 Strictly Street (9 kiks, 12 snrs, clap, hh, deal bass, sin bass, octo ray, 2 r pads)
368 StreetBlack Drums (9 kiks, 14 snrs, 1 jacko lead)
369 Dry Dope Drums (7 kiks, 12 snares, 2 hh, 1 rim, bass smoof)
370 Mo Rap & R&B (2 loops, 6 kicks, 7 snares, rim, 2 hh, ride)
371 Mo Stuff (4 kicks, 6 snares, sable bass, low rap bass, r&b bass)
372 Show You Right (2 kiks, 1 cym, 2 snr, 2 loops, 1 scratch, dre bass, retro bass, slow horn)
373 Crazy Drums (6 kiks, 2 booms, 6 snrs, 2 hh, 1 drum loop, raptlc horn, 2 sax, lil wha)
374 Street Instruments (rap bass, jazz bass, JD800 rhodes, strang, 4 hypes, horn, echo wha)
375 Blunted Kit (kick, boom, 2 hh, 2 snr, cow, clave, cymb, loops 85, rhodey single, blunted bass, dre lead, digable bass, deadly bass)
376 DX-100 Drums (3 kiks, 4 snrs, clap, cymbal, tympani, clock, heifer bell, tubular bell, smash, alarm)
377 Guitar Falls (scary G, porno wha, gtr fall echos, sea echo, barny mlr bass, stoopdog bass, wow wee echo, drums & loops)
378 Blunted loops (4 dope loops at 85 bpm, from upcoming Da Undaground CD)
379 D's Guns + (loading, cocking, shooting 6 guns, 2 machine guns)
380 Old School Synths 2 (prince funk syn, organ 6 trk, clavent-analog)
381 Old School Synths 3 (evil attack, analog trump, anareso)
382 Old School Synths 4 (grit lead, stereo fat synt, 6trk bell, analog hornz)
383 Old School Synths 5 (string 1, piano +, bass vl +, funky 1, awesom lead mmp)
384 Old School Synths 6 (bad bass, harp, pop organ, funky trumpt, solo violen)
385 Sequential 6 trk (techno grind, analog pipes, 6trk --- mmp, 6trk bass 1, wow pad 6t)
386 Sequential 6 trk #2 (lead, analog, sio, buzzer, holo, quip, hummer, lead org, hackle, electro)
387 Ton o' bass ( rap bass, porknu bass, full of bs, dre type bs, e coast, reemer bass, old jupiter, hi sting, rhodes, stacato hvn, porno ch)
388 Homemade Bass (raga bass 1, 2, tx81z moog bass, syn dre bass, rap record bs, bs run down, new street bs, low freaker, warm square, hemroid bs, old skool drums, d loops 2@88 bpm)
389 SY85 (calm, goth intro, techno str)
390 SY85 (rotate fm, pitcedrop)
391 SY85 (mega dist, broken frame, sci fi, bell, bbb, fm noise)
392 SY85 (luckysyth, mindsweep, ice bells)
393 SY85 (sy85 kit, movie pad, krafting, synbass, hacksaw pad)
394 SY85 (evil ch, abyss, heavy saw, choir)
395 SY85 (aztek, ch choir, str rosin, lush, orchestra, syn string)
396 House Kit 3 (2 bass, 7 leads, 2 fx, 4 kik, 2 snrs)
397 House Kit 4 (9 leads, 2 hits, electro beep, anotweek, cymrev, perc, clap, kik, 2 snr, sub bass, crowd sample)
398 House Kit 5 (2 kiks, 3 claps, snr, 5 synths, horn, FX, perc., horn hit, nye 2X2, QR flute)
399 House Drums & Kit (strictly kik, sndfac drums, sub bass, maraca, 5 snare, dance kit, 5 kik, 6 snr, 4 hh, 4 hh, Moo bell, shaker, snap, clap)
400 House Hits & Syns (2X2 House ++, JB is alive, Mirim hit 1,2, real string, wo-we 3 bass, trick organ, PNO + 73, grovy organ)
401 House Effects (3 Record Scratches, Phone beeps, 3 oh my god syns, whea-h, 2X 2X my my)
402 Choirs & Drums (Choir ah'hhs, godfather ah, Xfile lead, Stereo Choir, pno wha, X pin drums kik snr clap ride, house hit, 3 kik & snapper)
403 Tribal Techno Drums (10 kicks, 9 snrs, 5 tribal perc., low bass, grind cym., snap, perc hit, 4 house kiks)
404 Sound FX (Slide whistle, 2 rhythm slides, toy lazars, bombs away, bell, alarm, 2 lazar guns, kaboom)
405 Sound FX (Dogs, siren cop, off. phone, horn rave, large syn, acid rise, hitfall, monty py ah)
406 Police Talk (Walkeetalkie noise, one, suspect, hall justice, what happens now, dangerous, all night, several people shot)
407 Rap Rohdes (Straight 2 U, Black chord, Viben move, Mysto whine, flangy city, plain road, smoove, mellow, punch road, smoof, tremelow rhods)
408 Old Skool Sounds (Dirty old lead, D50 organ, wiked flute, choir ah pad, fat orch loop, fem vopad, wrap my rhoad)
409 Old Skool Synths (Rezpad climb, clav 3, filter pad, filterstrings, marlbro strings, pluky 2, spin noise, george pno, power pack, fat talk lead)
410 Old Skool Synths (6 track flute, Sgt pep pipe, digi horns, angelic vox, pulsewidth 2)
411 Old Skool Synths (Flutey pose, Harpsicord, inter res syn, golliwog Jr., annaperc kit, meow, invlangorus, anna bass)
412 Old Skool Synths (Puc thudmon, perc noise, percwind, tribal mmp, alien, organ mix, grand brass, plucky-heaven)
413 Old Skool Synths (Alien wind, Gothic strings, funky res syn, areif, vocalings ld, saxydark lead, miridium fx, techno bass)
414 TB-303 #1 (TB-303 1-12, MC-202 1-9)
415 QR-10 Instruments (Sax, voices, synap bass, sa-s-strings, dark strings, orch hit, trumpet, mixed up syn, bell-pad QR, Xylo-craze)
416 QR-10 Instruments (organ 1, hammond organ, soft guitar, muted gtr, accsent bass, frettless, med synth)
417 Casio CZ-1000 (Brass ensemble 1, trumpet, X psolo violen, Elec piano, CZ organ, string ens+patch, flute, bass+perc)
418 Casio CZ-1000 (Brass ensemble 2, vibra phone, synth strings, fairy tail +, wheal, accordian, whistle, xylophone)
419 Casio CZ-1000 (Acid mmp, mo acid, hammond mmp, string ensmble, violen cz, trumpet 1000, brass ensmble)
420 Mirage drums 1-2 (4 kiks, 5 snr, 3 hh, 2 oh, 2 toms, agogo, timb, pata, tamborine, cow, shaker, mute bongo, shaker, talking drum)
421 Mirage drums 3-4 (5 kiks, 1 boom, 5 snr, tom, clap, cow, pipe, pop, low perc, timble, hh, oh, wood, 2 mouth harp, industrial bass, upright bass)
422 Kawai R50e drums (3 kik, 3 snr, clap, hh, ohh, rim, orch hit, 3 toms, 3 e toms, rezo, crash, tympani, 2 elec bass, brass hit, strings hit)
423 QR-10 Drums+Latin(kik, 4 snr, 5 hh, clap, 4 toms, rim, tamb, ride, crash, elec piano, 14 latin perc sounds)
424 Techstar E-drums (kik, snr, 4 toms, synth, 3 perc, 4 claps, feable hh, oh, cymbal)
425 TR-909 & 808 (909 - 4 kik, 3 snr, rim, clap, hh, ohh, crash, ride, toms 808 - kik, boom, 3 snr, rim, clap, crash, 4 toms, cow, shaker, clave, bongo, conga) Insta beats
426 Funky Live Kit (1 drum loop, 2 kik, 5 snr, 2 hh, ride, crash, 3 toms) Insta beats
427 Live Drums #2 (2 kik, 5 snr, 4 rides, 1 hh, 1 cymbal)
428 Old Skool Drums (rap kik 1,2, snare can, flat snr, 2 live toms, DDR tom, Simmons Elec tom 1-3, SP rototom 1,2, Tom tom 1-5, crash #2, 505 crash) Insta beats
429 Living Color Kit (6 kiks, 1 roll down, 16 snares)
430 Miami Bass Kit (Miami bass, terror boom, jazzy snazzy bass, org flav, choad jaz bass, wet clav, jazznote gtr, low noize, 2 hh, 5 snr, voice, siren, whistle)
431 Branded Set (Nasty bass, punch pno bass, brandy set kit, 3 kik, 3 snr, hh, boom, loop, dog shaker, shaker 2, jingle bells, roady getmdrink, pipe string)
432 Rap kicks from hell (32 Dance Construction Set rap kicks)
433 DCS rap kiks + orch hits (14 kicks, 4 orch hits, 2 brass hits)
434 Rap kicks & snares (8 kicks, 28 snares from DCS)
435 SP1200 rap snares (processed & effected, golf snare, rap-a-lot snare)
436 Snares Again Sam (2 dyno snr, rim verber, clap snr, 3 ringy snares, 4 snareverb, 2 crack cuts, 5 rap me up snares)
437 Hardcore snares (14 rap snares, 10 linn 9000 snares 2 snare rolls)
438 Effected snares (25 phat S900 snares, Janest snare, 2 909 snares)
439 Dyno snares (19 prcessed rap & R&B snares)
440 Snares + (Zeplin snare, 2 military snare rolls, 16 punchy snares, military snare)
441 Percussion & Clap Trap (2 tamborine loops, 2 tamb samples, 2 agogo bell loops, 5 sliegh bell loops, 6 simmons old Clap Trap samples)
442 Perc - Kit (Tympani, tabla, PE snares, booker snares, 7 congas, 7 snares)
443 Hi Hats (30 hats from all over the globe, open, closed & foot)
444 Rims & Rides (4 rim shots, 8 ride cymbals)
445 Cymbals 1 (crash, 3 rides, 1 bell)
446 Cymbals 2 (3 rides, 1 crash, china, dark crash)
447 Cymbals 3 (1 china, muted crash, 14" crash, 18" crash, splash, 12" hi crash)
448 Cymbals 4 (China #2, trashy crashy, hi bonger, tin-ee crash, 16" thin, 16" crash, linn crash)
449 Toms 2-4 (little elec, buddy rich, big elec, roto tom, 3 floor toms, add-one, one-hi, dyno tom 1-4, rowdy tom, murshki tom, sledge 1-3, tom 10)
450 Toms 5-6 (room tom 1-3, 8 hard toms, w/effects, 3 simmons toms, phil tom, kate tom, classic toms)
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NEW DISKS!
451 Cymbals #5 (Hi crash, mid crash, ride by, ride cym S.Dog, China type crash)
452 Hi Hats + (1 foot, 3 closed, 5 med open, open hh, 1 open hat long, stick hits, 5 latin phish)
453 Tribal Perc. (Log drum, wood dip, choke1, 2, metal barrel, metal drum, 3 tribal perc, 2 mouth perc, clap, 3 cans falling, 3 metal bangs)
454 Timbale + perc. (9 timbales, 2 snaps, 13 bongos, 1 talking drum) 1 instabeat
455 Percussion disk (Mark tree 1, 2, Industrial perc 1-13, pricky wood, hi ring, mouth harp, anklungs, ben hit, marimba, kalimba, xylophone)
456 X-otic Percussion (Bali Bell, WoodBlck, 5 cowbells, sticks, duck call, jingle bell, tone bottles 1-6, 2 scratches, 3 castenets, DLK-tun, quijada, timbale)
457 X-otic Percussion 2 (Flexatone 1, 2, noismaker 1, 2, 2 finger cymbals, 2 claves, 3 woodblocks, 1 cowbell)
458 African Perc + (hh, bongo, fish, shaker, 3 woodclogers, hand hit 1, 2, 2 loud bongos, 2 cymbals, 3 analog bongos, 2 snr, sleighbells loop,

     + Funk drum kit - 6 snr, 3 kiks, 3 hi hats) 1 latin instabeat & 1 funk beat.
459 Oriental Perc (Gamellan 1, 2, Bamboo hit 1, 2, vallaphone, antique cymbal)
460 Oriental Perc 2 (ATG bell, "Deyo", maducine, chap, sidnap, nam, tablnal, tabl gee, tunel sah, taka dal, dah, dam (wooden instuments)
461 Perc & Whistles (SP quito, whistle 1-4, tympani, gong 1, 2, tymp 2, temple block 1-4, wood block 1-4, agogo 1, 2, brake drum, click, swiss bell, flexatone,

     rasp, castenet, cuica 1, 2, gravel shake, tympani 3)
462 Cowbells + (2 island bells, 10 cowbells, 8 claves, 1 dyno crash)
463 Bells + Perc (3 muted triangles, 3 open triangles, pipe 1, 2, dyno bell 1, 2, metal shot, metal plate, anvil 1-4, synclavier bell 1-3, chimgliss TR-727)
464 Tabla + Shaker (7 sleigh bells, 4 tablas, wood shaker, woven basket, paper mache shake)
465 Steel Drums (7 steel drum samples, island style)
466 Bongo-Congas (31 sample kit, great for latin sequencing)
467 Rap Percussion (hat 1, linn tamb, sidestick, linn 9000 hat, zymox tamb, cube hat, scratch, cabasa, tri, revs fx, wood block, tamb, bell, zibe, scratch, click, crack, metal hit, chnk snr, plop

     big bell, cocto, rap hit, dinger, rakim's hat, snap)
468 Rap Indus Perc (Radio hit, white noise, backward snr, wosh 1, 2, table hit, hh, hh2, backward sim, swish snr, motor, vocoder hit, smacky hit, rap hit, gun hit, vox shk, army gt, glass bell)
469 SP1200 Congas + (25 bongos & congas) 1 instabeat
470 SP1200 Rap Drums(3 kiks, 8 snr, rim shot, 2 hi hats, 2 perc., 4 electric toms, 4 acous. toms, guitar byte) house kit too!
471 Ruff-chest Set (7 hh, ride, 2 boom, 5 kiks, 6 snr, 1 rim, startrek fx, 100 beats per minute loop)
472 Phatvibes drums (808 low drum, boom, loop 98 bpm, kik 1-7, smack 1-3, hallow snr, hard snr 1-6, funny snr 1-3, triangle, hi hat closed 1, 2, hi hat open 1, 2)
473 Live kit 3 + shake (kik, 2 snr, 2 rim, tom, 4 beads in basket, 1 beads loop, wood peble shaker, chicken shake)
474 Ballad Set 2 (3 snr, sticks, alesis kik, M1 kik 1-3, 3 M1 snrs, 2 closed hh, 2 open hh, rap snr, short noise, ballad snr, cut snr, chicken shaker 2, fish, wood, "huh") 5 instabeats
475 Raw 100% Unda kit (11 kiks, boom, 4 snr, 2 closed hh, 2 open hh, grainy ride, unda bass, poler rhodes, metal eerie, air growl fx)
476 Cool Fat Smack (no snap)
477 Street Loops (from ss001, 2 kiks, 4 snrs, scratching, 3 hypes fx sounds)
478 Street Loops 2 (from ss002, 5 loops, 2 kiks, 3 snrs, 2 hypes fx sounds)
479 New Beat Loops (from ss003, 3 loops @ 104 bpm, 2 kiks, boom, snr, horn riff, shaker)
480 From da Unda loops (5 dope ass drum loops, 84, 91.5, 98, 95, 97 bpm loops)
481 Wurlitzer Elec. Piano (Full lenght multi-sampled elec. piano - 1302 blocks, rapers delight - 190 blocks)
482 Long Beach Wurlitzer (4 total rap sounds - 1 single note, 3 chord styles)
483 Demented Wurlitzer (Rap wur-sure 1, 2, 2 stereo demented chords, single note, bronx style, treming wurli)
484 East Kost Wurlitzer (eerie & scary, wur pno mmp, midi-didle kord, -7 total snds-)
485 Hammond B-3 Organ (60's errie, sebastion organ, schaefer organ, wavey organ, fazey organ, 5 stops, doors tribute organ)
486 Hammond B-3 Organ 2 (Clean hammond, ronchy ham, perc ham sand, mellow ham, tight meat, go 2 church, weird ham, clicky ham bone)
487 Hammond B-3 Organ 3 (Mass organ, true click, 4 organs in 1, best organ, small click organ 36 blocks)
488 Lead Synths (Mini mutant, mini moog lead, tri lead, super jupiter whistle, TB303 mutant, VFX lead, small lead mmp)
489 Moog Opus 3 (Orchestra, rez high strings, rich strings, organ crank, willy organ, Opus brass, slow brass, trumpet)
490 Moog Prodigy Bass (Old skool bass, analog bass, new kraft bass, square bass, sync off bass, prick bass, rap bass)
491 Roland SH101 Bass (80's bass, fat house bass, electric bass, space age bass, acoustic-ee bass, 242 bass, big bass, talking bass, alien bass, what da bass, 10 total)
492 Thick Pad's (Huge orchestra pad, thik-pad-inst, bell pad XR, Charmin puff, trumpet pad, heyanai pad, piano sting pad)
493 Sexy Guitars (2 sexy gtrs, 1 elephant, 1 old funk loop, 1 monster, 2 rock me gtrs)
494 Electric Bass Guitar Plus more (Electrik bass 1, 2, Juno 106 bottom bass #2, Tinking strings, Broun kik, 2 snr, hh, ride, brn lil horn, bed sqweek fx, cassette tape load & start))
495     Techno Stew (E Synth 1, 2, Washer gtr, echo stool, shaken bass, funky buzz, 3 laughs, poper, clinker, monster)
496     Techno Stew 2 (kik, snr, agogo, cowbell, noizer, pipe,voc pipe, china, pryer, cockoo, alarm 1-4, mocrowave over 1, 2, phone line, dial, ring, busy signal)
497     Opus 3 Techno (Ambient jam, tech bass, operculation loops 1, 2, zapoid, foot boom, lazar, phone, rezbat)
498     Progressive House Drums (4 kiks, 1 snr, 1 rim stick, 4 claps, moog bass mmp, growch sinth, fat-botm-syn)
499     909 Freaked & Tweaked (11 kiks, 4 snr, 2 claps, ride, rim shot, 3 toms, 2 closed hh, 3 open hats)
500     House Dance Techno Kit (22 kiks, snr, 2 hh, open hat (909), TB303 bass, 140 bpm instabeat)
501     House Beats (4 drum loops, 2@135 bpm, 2@140 bpm)
502     House Beats 2 (135 swing, 140 bpm loop, 140 swing loop, 150 hard house)
503     Groovey Loops (3 drum loops @ 124 bpm, acid rise synth, chord hit)
504     Elec Hits 2 (Ensoniq hit, orch hit, mercy hit, fat-tek-hit, 2 gtr hits, end w/drum hit, 2 patch hit, X-fat h-i-t, siren synth, move it kik)
505     Grand Piano + Vibra Pno (Grand piano, SH-101 vibra piano, QR-10 guitar)
506     Sound FX (Ocean waves, UFO)
507     Sound FX (River water, 4 metal noise hits, 1 glass ping, porcelin shiver, X-plosive)
508     Sound FX (7 glass breaks, dial tone, push button)
509     Sound FX (Air raid siren, army vocals, 2 glass breaks, 1 crash, 1 cannon, 1 explosion)
510     Sound FX (AK47 gun, shot gun blast, ricochet, rock cocaine, face hit, come on, damit, drugs, oh lord, low water bell)
511     Space Continueum (Roland sh-101 - computer 70’s, atmoshperic, ufo fly by, giant disk)
512     Steller Outlaw (3 sh101 bizards, 1 boom)

THESE NEXT DISKS ARE FOR THE ASR-10 ONLY!  HD Disks - the price of these disks is the same as on the eps/asr disks.  EPS 16+ users can get these sounds from CD-rom!  pwrhse #2

A-001 TB-303 Loops (303 loops @ 132 bpm act 1, act 2, bass SD1, stack sound, wave out, Phzer+rvb 01 (FX) setting, Phased out (FX))
A-002 TB-303 Loops 2 (303 loops @ 126 bpm act 6, act 7, bass SD2, Juno Q-chirp)
A-003 TB-303 Loops 3 (303 loops @ 134 bpm)
A-004 TB-303 Loops 4 (Stack 2, Sweep 1, TB blurbs)
A-005 TB-303 Loops 5 (303 loops @ 126 bpm act 10, act 11, TB-blurbs 2)
A-006 TB-303 Loops 6 (303 loops @ 126 bpm act 4, act 5, bass sound, loop 9 @ 134, Flanged out (FX))
A-007 TB-303 Loops 7 (303 loops @ 132 bpm alternate 1, 2, 3, Dry bass sound)
A-008 TB-303 Loops 8 (303 loops @ 126 bpm act 8, act 9, bass sound 9, bass blurb, Gated Fever (FX))
A-009 TB-303 Loops 9 (303 loops @ 134 bpm act 14, 15 (2563 blocks total this disk)
A-010 TB-303 Loops 10 (303 loops @ 134 bpm act 12, 13, 16, (aprox 3000 blocks)
A-011 TB-303 Loops 11 (303 loops @ 134 bpm act 17, 18 (aprox 2290 blocks)
A-012 SH-101 Trance (Lazar shots, razor bomb, cleaning motor, cyberdroid die)
A-013 SH-101 Effects (Helicopter-a-cumin, heli-a-flyen, bombs away)
A-014 SH-101 X-plosive (Analog-xplosion, 2 more explosions, thunder sh101)
A-015 SH-101 Mutant (Mutant panic - - long sound)
A-016 Moog Prodigy (3 space sounds, tracter, alarm sound)
A-017 Roland MC-202 (Stereo fat lead, dungen fear, bass jam mmp)
A-018 Roland MC-202 #2 (Enviro search, passer by, bug bounce)
A-019 Roland MC-202 #3 (Tripness, gigantor synth, truble mmp, engine start)
A-020 Roland MC-202 #4 (Space sounds, bubbles add phazer)
A-021 Roland MC-202 #5 (Rave bounce, ufo kum-n-go, motor shut down, alien drum)
A-022 Roland MC-202 #6 (Static cling, noiz boyz, gowing away)
A-023 Rolnad MC-202 #7 (MC bass mmp, hi lazar falls, vapor shot, fat lazar gun)

DISK SALE!
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Additional disks
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513 Moog Space Multi-bt syn, ambient syn, sunrise, snakes, cosmic flies, fiber flubber, bell tone bass, 2 space xplosions
514 Juno 106 Analog FX 1 Wind via Juno 106, smaller wind, sci-fi rise, steller fly by
515 Juno 106 Analog FX 2 Juno spin, UFO take off
516 Juno 106 Analog FX 3 Rupaul lazar, I luv-u snfx, kick sub bass kit, alien rez syn, spacey xylo, mars pond
517 Vinyl Scratching 7 DJ scratches (beep tone, ooahhhh)
518 Vinyl Scratching 2 2x2 records
519 Sound FX background noise, finger cymbal, air conditioner, paper, small fire, long cymbal, 3 closed cymbal, machine noise
520 Trance Noises 50’s computer, systems warm up, electro shock transportation
521 Sound FX Hands rubing, drop’n stuff, house tom, horn phuny, prc pno strg
522 Sound FX Rattle shake, maracas, 2 house kiks, water drop hse, hit *ed*
523 Juno 106 Lush Sounds Half rezo bs, unadulterd syn*, processed strings, friday the 13th, good day syn, velo-ana-juno, fazeing string
524 Juno 106 Lush Sounds 2 Thick chocolate strings, reverbed strings, alien dream, angel generation, jelly roll
525 Juno 106 Sound FX LFO fly up (1566 blocks, 1 sound)
526 Strictly Tekno Strictly tekno syn, fat whell synx, tek-rez-kut, dark drop, pain in the, slow riser, juno bell, darling bass, alien-ray, saw tooth
527 Techno/House Synths Baso syn, tekno bass, electro velo, big analog bass, jungle sub-bass, hse piano synth, house obo synth, juno strings, rubber bass
528 Nylon Guitar 5 multi samples (1350 blocks)
529 OBX-A Synths 1 Fat shit, midi’s obx-a, cosmic bells, alien drift, electric flute, drunk bellys
530 OBX-A Synths 2 Tuning strings, ramp string, 70’s peace slide, clava-bong
531 OBX-A Synths 3 Analog trumpet, analog brass, rezination, techno-e, acoustic bass, harp
532 OBX-A Synths 4 Tinkle, vapor suck, grind strings, vibrent bell, obx melo lead, chill out, solient green
533 OBX-A Synths 5 Ambient horn, obxa runaway syn, hammond organ, growl bass, ice-caves
534 OBX-A Synths 6 China strings, detuned fat syn, shrumic intro, short clave ob
535 OBX-A Synths 7 Modesty pad, duotone lead, wavey fade organ, thoughtfull pad, flying voices
536 OBX-A Synths 8 Rising synth, droping synth, ocean gone waives
537 OBX-A Synths 9 Open it up, story bass, power synth obx, random mod jam
538 Proteus 1 Irie choir (350), big brass (238), acoustic gtr (953)
539 Proteus 2 R & B pad, gitano piano, bath bell thai, real-ish-strings, slow ahh pad
540 Proteus 3 Glocken speil, flange string, lush viels, darkend world, sand dune
541 Proteus 4 Beyond christmas, latin balinesia bell, bongo, congo, timbale, noha way!
542 Proteus 5 Exelectrik guitar, space bass, prot-rap bass, slap bass, stone bass
543 Proteus 6 French horn, brass v-fall, mythical string, baritone sax, miles trumpet, trombone
544 Proteus 7 Piano strings heaven
545 Proteus 8 Vibraphone, tiki bell, vapor rub, kyoto bell
546 Proteus 9 Modern guitar, thunder bass, minimoog bass, B3 proteus, phantazia bell, zoundstacks
547 DX7-TX #1 Rhodes piano, jazz guitar, electric bass, wood bass, electric organ, DX7 organ, pipe organ 1, 2.
548 DX7-TX #2 Harp 3, huff synth (flute), click organ 1, brite guitar, ghostie
549 DX7-TX #3 Soul bass, ocean waves, sax  #2, bag pipe, pluck guitar, electro drum, syn bass #6, hard brass
550 DX7-TX #4 Electric piano #4, vibra trump 2, tube bell 2, mono sax, synth organ, electric organ #7, pluk bass
551 DX7-TX #5 Heifer, electric organ 1, upright piano, squeeze box
552 DX7-TX #6 Electric organ #3, clave #4, vibes #2, hit koto
553 DX7-TX #7 Hard tip piano, perc piano, wood pf, electric piano strings, elec pno brass
554 DX7-TX #8 New elec piano 1-3, electric piano 2-5, high tin piano
555 DX7-TX #9 L. piano 1, electric grand piano 1, pf bell
556 DX7-TX #10 Piano #3, Piano #4, deep grand
557 DX7-TX #11 Spit electric piano, acoustic piano #2
558 DX7-TX #12 House organ 1, 2, 3, Jazz organ 1, 2, 3, bad ass organ, fb farfisa organ
559 DX7-TX #13 small pipe organ, mid pipe organ, big pipe organ, soft pipe organ, sitar, guitar acoustic, banjo, golden sitar
560 DX7-TX #14 Funk synth 2, 3, synfeed, dx7 worm lead, huff talk
561 DX7-TX #15 Ghostie synth, spacey xylophone, wildwar synth & lead
562 DX7-TX #16 Male voice synth, racing dx, water synth, ocean waves
563 DX7-TX #17 Synth bass #2, schmooh, electric organ #8, soft koto, solo violen, strings #2
564 DX7-TX #18 Horn, trumpet, low strings, sound track strings, piano, grand piano, flute
565 DX7-TX #19 Vibraphone #2, #3, temple gong, hard drum, clock tick, alarm dx, ugly machine, sine sub wave
566 DX7-TX #20 Solid bass, upright bass, frettless bass, flap bass, syn bass 2, 3, 4, marimba 2
567 DX7-TX #21 Synth harmonica, n search of lead, syn bell, electric bass 3, rubber bass
568 DX7-TX #22 Low string 2, orchestra, pizzicato 1, 2, flute 2, pan flute, mellow flute
569 DX7-TX #23 vibra pan strings, plain violens, rainy day strings, arp type st, d-50 type, cello 1, ambient
570 DX7-TX #24 Circus time organ, celeste dx, huff brass, perc brass, perc brass synth rise, hard brass 3, 4
571 DX7-TX #25 Opium clav, groovy clav, classical harpsicord #5
572 DX7-TX #26 Synth clav 1, fuzz clav, perc clav, velocity clav, harpsicord 2
573 DX7-TX #27 Clav 2, clav 3, mute clav, rat dist kik, rat dist kick
574 DX7-TX #28 Storm 2, wind bell, smash, fuzz guitar
575 DX7-TX #29 Heavy pan synth, marimba, elec bass 2, snare, ride, tom, mars to midi, syn brass, storm 1
576 DX7-TX #30 Bells, harp, steel drums, low strings 2
577 DX7-TX #31 Koto saporo, dx clavinet, harpsicord, smadat-u-syn, harmonica, tympani
578 DX7-TX #32 Oboe 2, bassoon, reed, harmonica 2, 3, wonder harmonica, sax dx 1, 2
579 DX7-TX #33 Piccolo, oboe, clarinet, clocken spiel, vibraphone, xylophone, zither
580 DX7-TX #34 Horn low, whistle, zing plop, metal, funk synth, voices
581 DX7-TX #35 Honkey tonk piano 2, pf bell, snr d3
582 House Delight 4 house sounds, jungle snars, sad house bell, rain forest drums
583 Juno 106 Rap bass Dark bass, buzzing bass, old time bass, filter bass, sub drop bass, pipe-analog-bass, planet midi
584 Moog Synth & LeadsMidimoog lead, muchkin talk, echo me lead, loony leads, ocilate organ, soft brassy, rap electro siren, phazing moog
585 JV 1080 #1 Digi rhodes, treming rhodes, nylon rhodes
586 JV 1080 #2 Old skool rhodes, sticky rhodes, wide strings, emotion pad, fuzzy strings, juno strings
587 JV 1080 #3 Bass 1 Slap bass 1-4, synth bass, tick bass, house bass, mondo bass
588 JV 1080 #4 Bass 2 Analog click, bass in face, sh101, super jupiter bass, octane bass, hugo bass, multi bass, moist bass
589 JV 1080 #5 Bass 3 Brite low bass, untamed bass, rubber bass, st bass, s. wonder bass, deep bass, super JX bass, with red bass
590 JV 1080 #6 Euro House Hi bass, euro tick bass, ah sub, acid line, tb303 auto, velocity tek
591 JV 1080 #7 Brass Majestic, two trumpets, voluntar, trump section, muted 1, 2, trump #2, brass
592 JV 1080 #8 Pads Warm pad, poly synth, space vox, metal pad, halo pad
593 JV 1080 #9 Pads #2 Sweep pad, sound track, cystal bell, atmosphers
594 JV 1080 #10 Pads & Gtrs Harmonics, muted gtr, clean guitar, jazz gtr, steel gtr, nylon gtr, goblin pad, brightness pad
595 JV 1080 #11 Pads #3 Real deep strings, gigantalog, pulse width modulation strings, jv warmth, orbit pad
596 JV 1080 #12 Pads #4 Pulsify pad, greek power, pop pad 1, pop pad 2
597 JV 1080 #13 Pads #5 Stereo dreamesq, sqr pad, jupiter 8 hollow
598 JV 1080 #14 Pads #6 Heirborne pad, hush pad, jet pad 1, jet pad 2
599 JV 1080 #15 Phaze pad, phaze strings, hammer bell, pick it, impact vox, intentions, analog seq, tek solo
600 JV 1080 #16 Organs Organ 1, 2, 3, church organ, reed organ
601 Orbiting Synths 1 Realize, dance tracks, vocalee-ahh, bass synth, golden pad, dance synth 4, simpler organ
602 Orbiting Synths 2 Tomohidro, fat sub, bass + blip, bad dream, xelight, alien organ, organ day
603 Orbiting Euro House Drums 3 kicks, boom, 7 snares, hh, ohh, shaker, ride, crash, organ
604 Orbiting Rap Drums 10 kicks, 1 snr, 4 hh, shaker, quijeda, crowd, hit, hornz
605 Scary Rap Horns horn, riff, strings scary, found dead body, echo horns 1-3
606 Funky Ass guitar sampler Acoustic funk loop, straight up wha wha, bluesy funk loop, girl laugh, hip funk beat 110 bpm.
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607 Industrial sounds Tek chorus, 4 industrial loops 135 bpm, snare, bass drop, analog perc.
608 Techno sounds Arp synth ocilate, can open, techno orch
609 TB-303 & House Organ TB303 1-6 bass synths, B3 organ #1, B3 5th organ, famouse house organ
610 Phone effects Dial tone, ring tone, phone on, key buttons, operator voices 1, 2, none connect, busy signal
611 Rap Rhodes 2 Cycled wha, bellish, riff run, wha wha, brighter, off rap, mid range, ping fade, harpish, effected, full tone, love goes rhodes
612 SP1200 Beats 4 beats at 90 bpms
613 Skooly D Beat & Drums 4 kiks, 2 snr, 1 clap, hh, crash, ride, computer noise, 2 skratches, 1 dope beat
614 Back in the day Drums 7 kiks, 9 snares, 3 claps, rim, tom, 4 hh, shaker bright, revese drum, old skl loop, black bass 3, synth bright, 1 insta beat
615 Live & Flat drums 6 kiks, 7 snares, boom, 3 opn hh, 4 clsd hh, 3 rides, clap, perc snd
616 Dog Pound Drums 4 kicks, 9 snares, clap, 6 hi hats, doggy bass, solid bass, gun bass, black bass, filter bass, smoof bass, attack bass, boben, doggy lead, LFO lead
617 Assorted Set (15 kicks, 16 snrs, claps)
618 Snares (32 snares)
619 Hip Hop and  R&B (4 hh, real time, 20 snrs, 5 kicks, 3 hypes, shaker processed through SP1200)
620 Hip Hop & Old School (11 kicks, 16 snrs, 4 hh, 2 hypes Linn II)
621 Half Rap and R&B (3 hhs, long open hh, 4 snrs, 2 rims, 3 kicks, 2 rides, D’s boom of doom, tamb, 90 BPM live loop)
622 Extra Stuff (5 hh, 7 snrs, real rim, 3 kicks, verb snap, wet fish, wet claps, dry clap, phone line ring, tamb, star trek fx)
623 All True “G” Set (7 kicks, 17 snrs, 4 hhs, screach, whawha, drum fill, dog shaker, horn)
624 Various R&B and Rap Stuff (5hh, 13 snrs, 3 hypes, 11 kicks)
625 Linn I & II Soundchips (2 claps, 5 hh, 4 kicks, 2 toms, snap, rim, 2 tamb, scratch ray, 2 hypes, cricket, bass note, 2 shakers 3 triagles, whisp down, reverse, water drop, flatulant drum)
626 Extra Stuff (hh, 13 hypes, 6 snrs, 6 kicks, clank, rezzo, tick, tamb, 808 ride, reverse, “go”) www.midimark.com (internet website)
627 Hip Hop drums (plain kik, right on snr, sp12 snare,  cut-n snr,  mo smack snr, total of 9 snrs, nice foot, heavy kik, real foot, not true boom, rap kik 1, 2, layer me kik, potent kik,

kickn air, unda kik 2, 3, old school kik, smack fo real, hh realy doe, revese roll, short cl hh, open mid, flacid snr)
628 Spiked up R&B Hip Hop (Clap gate, bottom kik, attak kik, stank clap, eq hh, verb perc, lilol rev, light eq snr, full punch snr, lid kik, kicken verb, spike kik, right on hh, hh w/verb, hiped hh,

smoken snr, gtr dit, friday kik, snp snr, plain full kik, jazz smack, hh cl/open, piano crackln, bass o’nutin, sax, bell wird, long tone, dirty snr, dirty kik, gated kik, hh
open, mid)

629 Mo Old Skool Hip Hop 808 (low end kik, bass note, rap rhods, open close hh, bump, mo bump, well snr, nice 808, snr 1339, tamb, u kik, layerd kik, grit smtn snd, crazy smack, layd black
boom, raprsnar, mo old kik, dirty rap snr, analogkik, 80’s clapr, spkrmover, grung hip snr, hip kik 55, rap rb smaker, d black ride, nice kik, stereo clap, slosed, med
& open hh 69)

630 New & Old Hip Hop Multi Coast (open hh, opp hh, rap riff gtr, triangle lng, low voc, bell, tight snr, & kik, smk snr, bumon kik, weak hh, kik around, short stuck, weak snr, horn dit, cabas shkr, clsd
anlog hh, tamb, kikdawest, tingy snr, nuff snr, really hat, rap snr 1, 2, 3, ride rushn, 3 mo kiks & snrs)

631 To Da Curb G-set (11 snares, 10 kiks like power R kelly & wutang, D Blaks boom 10, half boom, D’s Rhod, foot closed, mid, & open hh)
632 Eerie & Evil (98 bpm loop, unda beat, 809 kik, grity foot, rap kik 19, snr, shoad snr, wutang pno, grity bass, craped oh hh, rhods 2, freq kik, street hh, & open, redn ride, teddy

crisp snr, evil horn, noname hype, ex G foot, shaker 33 unda line tone)
633 Creepin drums (creep snr 1, 2, 3, 4, kik 2, 3, 4 boom short, tlc smack, water kik, hh open, closed, dot snr, boom dat, bump hump, d’s snr, witch kik 1, 2, high boom, rev, 100 bpm

1/2 loop, tlc horn, creep horn, bas note, D-rhods)
634 Mackin Flava (3 sp1200 kiks, 1200 snr, loops, 5 otha snares, slow grind kik, grind noiz, barney mlr lfo, ride 3, Sleigbell, horn, vibra lick, 3 hh, da boom)
635 West Coast Bluntz (muffled kik, & snr, duck kik & snr, cabasa 2, ride cym hi, tamborine, ride 16, boom room, gtr twang, dipn horn, 3 mo snares, hh, kik)
636 Urban, R&B, Rap (anbient kik, sold snr, sticky, ridn hi cym, subway kik & snr, boom 1 & 2, kik class, mid snr, hh, freak clap, pno 1, 2, bass, rhodes)
637 Twisted Style (Nas kik 1, 2, snappy sn, boom 1,2, vintage hh, ohh, street hat, ride, big snr, gtr loop, tremelo rhods, gritty kik, street bass, live foot, wha)
638 Murder Death Row disk (Roland kik, sp1200 smack, hh 1-4, dre kik, dmx snr, rides, snr echo, big clap, 32 samples in all)
639 Underground & Evil Style (booty kik, kik w/tone, bass note, puck stick, hollow snr, sizz snr, dookie riff, stoped snr, homeb kik, snr, dit bell, stack snr, mo kik, 2nd kik, 3rd kik, hi eq’d snr, wha

screach, nuface clsd hh, nu foot, no open hat, hi end ride, street tri, wutang pno, evil rhodes, unda bass, rec popen)
640 Kost 2 Kost (Beefytits bass, ren snr, air grind, smak lords b, kik o lords, low filt kik, short kik, low kik, east side snr, stack snr 2, rapper kik, pop freq kik, jazz shrt bass, hype

horn, old orch hype, halloween hype, silly hat, pedal open, open short hh, sharp hat, true pedal hat, shaker faker, ride glide, D’s rhodes)
641 Multi-Style kit (massive kik, jam snr, dry stick, 606 snr, tamberee, hi eq tamb, phil, boom kik, knockout kik, -snr, raga snr, compress snr, skweel 1, 2, tick kik, rim rod, spike hh, old

skl clap, hi pitch snr, snrosmack, hype wha, punch hype, pub’enema, conga, vibraslap, open sin wave, close sin hh, tight kik, ride 4 life, ting clsd, open ting, 606
clsd hh, hip hat clsd, open)

642 Urb Puffn Bong Rippin Set (SP loop 85 bpm, unda tone, single jazz note, hi bongo, mid-, low-, crunch sp snr, lfo horn, sp 1200 kik, sp snr, light eq hh, stompen kik, bass of black, shaker,
sharp hat, open hat, phat kik w/hiss)

643 Wu-Puss Chronic Set (chords eerie, dark bass, under tone, bookie snr, -kik, snr 2, kinda hat, dungee bong, wutang pno, punch kik, -snr, method hh, open hat, vinyl verb clap, kik
methtang, to da stick snr, metal pipe verb, tru loud snr, -kik, haty shake, pno 1 hit)

644 Black Style Kelly Drums (1/2 gtr, snap snr, kiky kik, full D kik, bottums kik, not brite hh, sa-mack, eq hh, 808ish hat, open tri, clsd tri, jackish snr, cabasa 1/2, stereo air puck, kelly kik,
supafunk snr, stereo grit funk snr, puch kik, street bass 187, rev gtr, 555 kik, snap tri, homemade boom, jaz brush, rim flat, snap dry, tam boring, gtr wha wha 107)

645 Live Garage (eq hat, live foot, old skool, proc bump, clap inda day, live noise snr, opn hat, clsd hat, snr 1, punchy kik, ping tone snr, litl flam kik, 83 bpm
646 100% Underground (9 kiks, 3 snrs, speaker flub, boom, 5 hh, roll rhodes, misplaced bass, dirty ride, metal evil sound, 70’s breather kik)
647 Smooth Guitar (6 gtr riffs, k bass, k pop bass, long tri, bell, tight snr, tamb, 808 hh, 3 kik, smack, shaker, basket ball snr, ride rushin, nuffin snr, hh, rim)
648 70’s & 80’s Set (kik, snr, verb kik, snr, hat, fat full snr, crack, x-low boom, flange snr, cry gtr, wood smack, bright rim, bumps kik, hat 4 show, hat verb)
649 70’s & 80’s #2 (8 kiks, 7 snrs, 2 old skool claps, ride high, 4 hi-hats, rhodes roy, hype horn, 80’s bass note, low boom, hi eq’d hh #2)
650 Smooth Guitar & Beats #3 (6 wha-whas, shrt chord, dit, muted, jazz twang, 3 note falls, raken it, slow rev gtr, kik, 2 snr, shabasa, rev cymball, old hh)
651 Smooth Guitar #4 (fast wha, rhoadds, cry wha, bass slide, shrt rhds, 5 gtrs, open hat, clsd hat, smacker snr, klappa, stacked kik, spank snr, tick, og clap)
652 Smooth Guitar #5 (kik, snr, rim, opn hh, clsd hh, smth gtr, jazz, chord, rake, hi wha, long fall, air rake,jz single, chord 2, 3, wha rake fall, cls fall, o rake)
653           Half Jodecee half rap (7 kiks, 6 snr, 4 hh, tamborine, stick, cym, rec pop, scracth 1, 2, scrach intro, stop sound)
654/655      Funky Ass Guitar 2 (ATnT sound, doeing, 2 wha loops, 1 rocken loop)   - - -    2 disks for the price of 1, eps must have extended memory.
656/657      Funky Ass Guitar 3 (JB loop, chucka gip, low string loop, hi trippen, lush wha)   - - -   2 disks for the price of 1, eps must have extended memory.
658/659      Funky Ass Guitar 4 (Talkbox funk samples 1-5)    - - -   2 disks for the price of 1, eps must have extended memory.
660           Vocal Bytes 2.0 (Uh, owwww, don't stop, oh ho, uhhuh, ohh yeah)
661           Vocal Bytes 2.1 (male vocals - Born to love, reach out, through the night, I know you're scared, I oh, u got to believe)
662           Vocal Bytes 2.3 (female vocals - Oh who, come & take it, oh hee, male - knocken down the door, eehoo, respect me.)
663           Vocal Bytes 2.4 (male - peace love & happiness, rainbow in the distance, it's all good, hoke pee ka, freeks come out tonight, huh)
664           Vocal Bytes 2.5 (female - kick da beat, I'm n heaven, take me up, take me away, fantasy, you show me how to love)
665           Vocal Bytes 2.6 (female - rock the house, wow baby, ahh -long)
666           Vocal Bytes 2.7 (male - Y'all can come in now, o.k., here we go, blazen, boo ya heyah, sica mai ya mai ya)
667           Vocal Bytes 2.8 (male - subharmonic transmitters, uh yeah check this out, the dope shit, dog (vocoder) dj rock it, kick out the funk)
668           Vocal Bytes 2.9 (vocoder - just the dope shit 4 your brain, 2 chords, woowh, wow wow wigidy wigidy wow wow)
669/670      Talkbox VB2 (worm-ee sound, funk loop, don't stop me baby, baby, I am so high)     - - -   2 disks for the price of 1, eps must have extended memory.
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DRUMS
disk no., disk name, description
671 Jo, Rome, Az R&B - 4 kiks, snr ping, reverse snr, face snr, timb, baby open hat, hh, shaker 1,

2, tom bottom, snr claper, cupid clap, mid clap, rim #21, water rhodes
672 Timb 2 the Max Kit - 3 rap kiks, open foot kik, oneil hh, 3 closed hhs, foxy snr, luv snr, ride

cymb, wet perc, 808 cymb, cabasa, alia snr verb, maxw rim shot, gtr, ride
crash, triangle clsd, & open tri.

673 Westside Connex - bow kik 1, 2, ho bang kik, bow down 2 open hh, clsd hh, snare 1, 2, 3,
brrrr, bow bass, tri #9,ho hh, cube tone 1, 2, ho bass, ho hype

674 RnB, Rap & Rock Set - 7 hi hats, motion clap, dipin ride, room crash cymb, Gretsh kik, Peter's
kik, snr, 8 kicks, 9 snrs, 1 reversed.snr.

675 Reggae Shab drums - eqd hh clsd, med hh, open hh, regae snr 1, slow snr, reggae kik 1, 2, 3,
conga, bongo mute, timbale, slow drum, shakerr, glimpsnr, faze 808 snr,
shortsnr r, rung snr, glasstick, cocoasnr, reg. tom, echo brd hh, reggae
chord, ciap, rythmic snd, rage noize, rezzo zap 1, 2, reggae bass 1, 2, 3,
marimba, clav pno, long clav

676 Jungle & Rap drums - hh, eq'd 909 hh, east grime hat, gritty tamborene 1, 2, eq 909 rim, jungle
kik, jungle snr, grace notes, jungle boom, crap hat, low kicker, 909ish kik,
two bined snr, snap reverbed, down ass kik 1, 2, panther snr, roomy kik,
& snr, ridge kik, & snr, dark room kik, crash cym, room crash, tribal, hi
glide, tick chick, 303 bass 1, 2, cra-beep

677 Moniqua Drums - mufed up kik, swell snr, brite snr, rundtip kik, reverbed snr, touchy hi hat,
open hi hat, sucka crash, bite snr, tambsickle, metal rim, rack, mid
ambient snr, no low kik, hollow toms 1-3, toy hh, toy open hh, small
crash,muted crash, ringer ride, timbale, timbale flam, perc tom.

686 Detroit House - mc303 small hse kit, (big kik, clap verb, hh1, hh2, beep) RnB rap vocals,
(check this all right) chair skweek, space cruise, back ground metal noise

687 MC202 Drums #1 - Boom kik, rland kik, res clap, funky snr, wood tog, 909 snr #2, voc perc, 909
kik, rap snr, 808 hh, 707 hh, open hh, low boom, 808 snr, tune snr,
beutifull clap, rap snr 2, crash, tamborene, hi ride, 707 ride, bass boom,

688 MC202 Drums #2 - Boom, too sexy snr, clap, hse kik, boom #2, 808 hh, foot hh, 808 open hh,
909 snr, three 909 toms, ride, 808 cowbell, cymbal, quijada, timbale, 2
shakers, ho, ho 2, scratch, plop, tak

690 PSR 48 drums - kik, snr, rim, clap, hh, ohh, 2 acoustic toms, 3 elec toms, crash, ride, 2 agogos,
2 latin horns,shaker, conga, "ha", "yeah", timbale, orch hit, noise, rat,
ghost, ufo snd

691 Ballad Kit #1 - (3 kicks, 2 snrs, hh, boom, triangle open & close, ride, crash, 808 cow, shaker,
revese, low boom, conga, snap, rim reverse rim, 808 rim, 808 clave, silk
tom, 2 claps, verb snap, 3 hpes)

692 70's Soul Kit - Full bass kik, Mud foot, plack clap, mid snr, puff kik, tamb roll, pee tamb, open hh,
clsd hh, sex snr, soulfull gtr, bitchen bass, glory note, rock gtr, ruff sax,
band hit, Horns

693 SP1200 + - Clave roll, native whistle, verb snr, t snr, hitting kik, bobs kik, hi tack kik, fuz kik,
layerd boom, type c snr, city snr, core snr, drum snr, clear boom, bongo,
2 triangles, hh, open hh, eq'd ride

694 TR-606 EQ'd - tight kik, rumble kik, standard snr, reverbed snr, clsd hh, open hh, snr roll, tom1,
tom 2, juno lazar

695 Percussives #1 - Tamborene loop, tamb sample, metal crack, glass tick, blown pipe, shaker
loop, fish scrape, finger snap, duck call

696 Percussives #2 - Clave reverbed 1, 2, 3 shaker rhythms loops, wood tap, 2 slide whistles.
697 GT's drums - live kik, rimed verb, gated snr, ricky clap, tom L, Mid, Hi, clsd live hat,

med eopen hat, all open hat, crash, ride, shaker, cosbell, percy tap, wood
hit, tri, china type cymb

698 Lowride EQ'd kicks - eq'd P kik, foolish kik, full long boom, brothas boom, clapy snr, gun'd snr,
hyped snr, cymb

699 Stupid Kicks 28 kiks in all - roland kik, rez kik 1,2,3, petra kik, soc kik1, 2, rev boom,
put kik, easy kik, tims kik, low ring kik, 909 kik, mini kik, boister kik, hanky

700 TD-7 Live Snares - 26 snares
701 Dope TD snares - 16 effected snares, 5 rim shots, 2 toms, 1 open hh
702 Crash Cymbals - 1 royal crash, 2 muted crashes, 2 china type cymb, 4 rides, phased crash
703 Ruff Open hats - 6 hh snds
704 HH's & Crashes - 4 foot closes, 9 closes hh's, 7 open hh's, 3 crash cybals, phaser crash #1
705 Cymbals - dragon cymbal from china, china type cym, large gong, theater cymbal 1,
706 Large Cymblas - Holy Gong, dragon flang cymb, low rumbler
707 Dance Kit LA - Mid Q kik, tim snare, LA attitude boom, gate snar, fx kik, rim verb #53, fx

snr, tickle hh, pickle clap, open hh long, Syramid synth, belll pno pads
708 Chicago House - deep hse kik, 909 kik, hard hse kik, 609 kik, half a loop, flesh snr, ohh, 2,

clsd hh, E tom, shaker, zap kik, fill hit, roll fill, cut clap, tamb low, crash
cymb, rev clap, rezo dwell

709 Hard House Jungle - Hrd Hse kik, reso clap roll, snr roll up, snr reso down, kik reso up & down,
3 kicks, 3 hhs-

808 Trinity Standard Kit 7 kicks, 8 snares, rim shot, clap verb'd, open hh, mid hh, clsd hh, 5 toms
pan'ed in stereo

809 Trinity Cymbals 1 crash, 1 china type, soft ride, rock ride, cow bell
810 Trinity Percussion muted tri, long trianlge, soft tamb, loud tamb, hi crash, main crash, vibra

slap, jazz ride, velocity clap, velocity snr, shaker
811 Trinity Perc 2 2 bongos, 3 congas, 2 timbales, 2 agogos, 2 shakers, 2 whistles, fish

scrape, clave, 2 wood blocks, 2 ducks, 1 wind chime
812 Trinity DJ - Perc lazar, stick rub scratch, alley, white fade, kick scratch, snr skrtch, snr stop,

record pull, voc scratch, hi skratch, rec noise, clave, 808 cow, 2 shakers,
jingle bells, tamb, rim, rezn kick

813 Trinity Perc clap, analog tom, electric tom, 3 clsd hh, 1 mid open hat, 3 open hh, 808
ride, crash cymb, reverse crash

814 Trinity Kicks Snrs 11 snare samples, 9 kick drums, 1 boom that is clean & tight, acoustic
bass note

817 Puff da blunt (2 sampled loops, open hh, clsd hh, pappafoot, drop kik, trashed foot,
busta foot, wood tube snr, scagle snr, hh blues, snaped snr, trigger snr, 2
fat snr, cut snr, stacked snr, smaller shaker, eq'd crash)

818 Butta RnB (hh #43, open hh #43, open hat #44, rim & snr, zhane snr, kik, revb butta,
uhhh, remix snr, foot remix, noiz-e perc, dit gtr, strict snr, mini alt kik,
blackness hh, snr 232, bik snr, kik, rap chord, gtr chinka, hollow kik, kik
ok, snr clap air, rap rhodes, 3 kicks, 2 snrs, now hh)

10S
16+,

819 Radio RnB (closed hh, open hh, mary b snr, steve snr 1,2 , mdx 909, stick snr, foot
kik, nuffa kik 809, boogie snr, klik kik, swv snr snr, teeze me 808, trmp snr,
kik, tamborene, poison snr, sweet hh, ohh, verb left, jazz brush,
manipulate boom, reversal, unda smack, clsd triangle, open tri, snatchy,
kik101, verb on)

820 East Meets West (hi hat closed, combi snr, clap snr, revs kik, pushit shkr, caahh, rap clap 1,
2, custom kik, overload kik, flub kik 1, 2, tappin kik, overtap kik, tapen snr,
gtr dit, yo mamasnr, ranch snr, jazz rif, shot gun snr, short shot,
scissor, nome snr, that foot, nome foot, sale hype, coco clock, rap rhode

821 TR-727 w/rev (hi bongo, lo bongo, mute conga, open conga, lo conga, hi timbale, lo, hi
agogo, cabasa, maracass, short & long whistle, quijada, star chime,
xylophone juno 2, elec drum, pink cream synth fx)

822 G Funk 2000 (808 claps, ticky snr, hh choked, clap snr, cymb roll, open hh dirt, shaker
ruff, kik ruff, ducky tone, ethic tone, g boom shrt, gfunk bass, clsd hh, kik
G1, 2, opn hh, funk snr 1-4, gtr riff, short gtr, g rhodes, harsh snr, shaker
hat, long crash, kik lo fi, snr lo fi1, 2, pingy snr, rap snr, g ride)

823 808 & Grit Drums (s3-808 hat,med hat, opn hat, verby snr, verb stick, drit pop, snapy snr,
short thump, 808-congo lo, med, hi, 808-verb kik, claps, blockwood, tri,
opn triangle, verb fing, piano note, perc thang, deep boom, airy kik, 909
kik, east hh, chuck snr, piano chord 1, 2, jazz bass#5, rim, skin, hoj kik)

824 Oldskool Kit 2000 snr scratch, record kik, snr2, bad kik, slap snr, verb snr, rev snr, 3 hh,
tma snr, knock kick, old stick, precise snr, tom tom, open hat, buckle snr,
kik room, puckle snr, kik #37, lexicon snr, uh #38, danc construction snr
1, 2, string pno note, bass piano note, band hit 1, 2, guitar dits, bass slide

825 Quick Kit 2 kicks, 1 boom, 2 snares, 1 rim, gtr dit, 808 cowbell, 3 claps, clsd hh,
med hh, open hh, 2 rides, shaker, hi bell, vibra slap, 3 flexatones, clave,
tamborene

826 Grooven 80's n 90's big kick, master snare, crud clap, wicky clap, tickle note, 80's band hit,
impecable hh, ohh, 5 more incharge kicks, reverb snare, shaker, bit snare,
temper hit, ruckus snr, hit 2, long ride, hh #2, ruber cow, 808 cowbell,
pizle, 2 rim shots, flextone

827 Tru Playa Kit buya kik 1, 2, pink snr, double hh, clsd hh, med hh, open hh, phat rim, clsd hh
#55, thick kik 1, 2, zapped snr, bugle boom 1, 2, hh #56, ride dude, sprite
snr, pno chord, open hh, pork snr, female moan, dark acoustic bass

828 Millenium Hardcore Undagrnd loud kik, unda bass, big bottom kik, run out snr, cls hh,
medium hh, longer hh, piano run, 2 tragic chords, slow verb snr, eq snr 1,
2, rezonat tinkle, sput snr, grainy chords 1, 2, low kik, hh #4, rick snr

829 Bad uh Drums ericka kik 1-4, snrs 1-4, brush snr, clap0snr, verbed hit, hh, open hh,
verbo tamb, wet hall clave triangle clsd, triangle open, shick shaker, stick
verb, ratty hh 1, 2

830 Smooth Jazz Kit kit kick, hi snr, thick clap, hh great, great ohh, shaker, triangle, open tri,
crash, snr verbed, gracious kik, tamb verb, cut tamb, woodclap, finger
snap, 3 rides

831 Viben Kit Ball bustin bass note, 4 piano chords, pascal kik, snr layared, hh, open
hh, woodwal kik, tight ass snr, kik funk, snr funk, top kik, snaker meek, eq
snr tight, roomy snr, bump room kik, classic open hh

832 Vocal Drums ballistic bass, naughty rhodes, 7 kicks, 4 snrs, hh, ohh, dirty note, vocal
shaker, 1 guitar notes, vocal skratch, I-uhz, uhu 3, umm, reg shaker,
bowww

833 Clap Trap 20 oldskool claps, juno 2 tympany
834 House 2000 8 beutifull kicks, 4 snrs, 2 clap, 2 clsd hh, 1 opn hh, shkr, 2 lazars, crash,

whaoo, skreach, rub rim, rim, ride cymb, 2 piano chords, hall bass, p bass
835 Hardest House 6 kicks, 4 snrs, 2 claps, 4 hhs, nickle hit, pumpin bass, 303 quible 1, 2,

80's house sound, mightyride, harmonic tone, band hit, vocal ahh note, full
rim shot, dupe, tamb, juno 2 poleposition, tron sound, twerp sound

Drum Loops

836 Drum Loops Rap 3 loops at 106 bpm
837 Drum Loops Rap 2 beats 85 bpm, 1 at 106 bpm
838 Drum Loops RnB 3 loops at 106 bpm
839 Drum Loops Hip Hop 3 moven beats hiphop 120 bpm
840 Drum Loops Hip Hop deep love 66 bpm, kraked out 91 bpm, jack da new 108 bpm
841 Drum Loops Oldskool beats, 2 at 85 bpm
842 Drum Loops House 2 beats at 133 bpm, 2 beats at 120 bpm

Vocals

680 Jay Speaking Vocals - C notes, Uh hu, and now...., wow, magic in it, here it cums, its
happening now

681 Scientific Vocals - 100%, Protein, Fresh, excessive use, wonderfull, scientific tests, expert in
computers, be carefull, advaced technology

684 Vocal Pads - Mikes ohhs pad, Felicias Ahhs pad
685 Vocals Female VB3 oh I like this one, take control, chick it out, with some soul yah
727 Voices - looped ahh, vocals from vinyl, dark bottom mix, hall voc pad
896 Vocals kat "woo", "so swing it", my house is your house, franko "oh how", hi

"yeah", noise for me
897 Vocals & FX "dangerous dont like it", "listen closely", "fully responsible", "what

happens now", "can't trust those guys", dcs1, fx-buzz, siren #2
898 Vocals & Dance Sweet pussy vocals, richard peck beep, trance lead, juno 2 lead

www.midimark.com
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FX - EFFECTS

Disk #, Disk Name, Disk Description

679 Jail Cell FX - Metal door slide, 2 lock engages, 1 door slam
682 Scanner Noise FX - electronix sound fx
683 Electronix FX - coxwaste noise, 79 dream pad, chemical pads
689 Book Noise - train, screetch, whistle, snd fx all low res.
710 Explosives - industrial explosion, slide crash, indus kk, flange borg.
711 Vox Phone FX - distorted phone fx wierd
712 Irratating Skratches - piaaz skratch, hi wine skratch, logut skratch, strings skratch, zippy music

skratch, tonal skratch, bottom drop, voc skratch
713 Hits & Skratches - long trump roll, voc ahh, full punch horn, 4 disgusting skratches, I vox,

aqgen fox, wide pull, long intense skratch
714 Bizar FX - 5 new irratating skratches, scratched voc drop, synthesised voc, bend

orch, "most unique", "selected", explos scratch, "to listen"
715 - 70's Sound FX - girls laughing, authentic string rise, 70's eq kik, snr, strings alive, 2

transforming, transforming skratch, daylight strings, horn fuzz
716 Authentic Rec Noises #2 - fx - automatic arm needle picking up, lowering arm, hitting record

noise, 3 staticy pop loops, record hum
717 Record Pops (noise) - 3 noisey record loops from old vinyl, 1 synth imatation
718 Rap Essentials - roomy orch hit, opera ohh, guit verb pluk, full hit, dual trumpets, record

slowing, reverb organ, whaing band hit, 2 band blasts, org ghit hit, eq
guit, frettless bass, full ahhh, royal horn, funny pluk

719 Rap Essential #2 - Bass & vibe loop, typani loop, freak tweek hit, orchestra hit, 2 ghitar loop
acoust, funky brasshit, brass sustain

720 70's strings - down flush, mellow looped string, harp out, clairi-flute, down spiral
strings, end hit, prelude trill, romantic trill, satisfaction bells

721 Stereo Strings 50's - 70's - warmth, click stereo, harp with string, happy bells, lucy-ish strings,
italian strings, 50's horn strings, hawaiian twang, surf guitar, rev hat, snap

722 Movie Snds - flute, orch, short horn, movie trump 1, 2, godzil walk, stoned grind fx,
funny hit, log, applause

723 Wild Animals - elephant, monkeys, toad willow, suck lilly, bird pie, crickets, horse
skreach, musket fleas, duckey

724 Domestic Animals - Dog 1, 2, 3, cow, pig, lion, chicken, frogidy, sheep, turkey, donkey, seal
725 Orchestra Hits & snds Orchestra hits 1, 2, 3, 4, orchestra vocal mix, orch roll.
726 Orchestra 2 - brass orch hits, applause instereo, flute chord still, tuneing up strings
728 Vox Phone Dist #2 - Sci fi types, alien phone call
764 CS20m Sound FX - helicopter, rezinant noise
766 CS20m Space Bleeps control panel 1, 2, tonal, zap soft, alien interception
767 CS20m Space Bleeps 2 - tilex trip spin, ray gun, buzzed out, alien fuzz
768 CS20m Space Bleeps 3 - Bounce up ufo, rise the rez, kitty cry, alarm sound 1, 2, 3.
769 CS20m Space Bleeps 4 - sample n hold, space bees, ufo drop, space music, slwing rezynator
848 DJ backspins 2 long record pulls that get faster and slow to a stop, 4 tronic chords
849 DJ Pulls #2 Long record pull, hh skratch, skratch dj k, horn blast fall, horn trump
850 Sound FX applause 200 people, down string, rezaway synth, techy snth
851 FX & Electronica Siren #2, transformed siren, echoed siren, cybot synth hit, electronica

lead 1, lead 2
852 FX & Techno 3rd hit sound, fuz garage bass, frieter horn, mc g bass, irrational,

lazzarette, submarine alarm, lead trip, up n up synth
853 FX & Techno 2 plastic hit, dwner synth, twang synth, car, police siren, kind compressor

bass, "overdose", buz synth, record start, mixd hit, orch ahh
854 Radio Tuning #1 sound of old transistor radio searching for a station, unlike digital radios
855 Radio tunning #2 sound of old transistor radio searching for a station, unlike digital radios
856 Radio tunning #3 sound of old transistor radio searching for a station, unlike digital radios
857 Siren 2001 siren, awaiting tone, psycho tone
858 Moog Prodigy 3 reagae zaps, out of body fx #2, ganken lead, nut shaka bass, drunk fx
859 Jail Collect Call the operator message of an incoming call from jail disk 1
860 (859) Jail Collect Call disk 2 the operator message of an incoming call from jail disk 2
861 Sound FX Huge electric lazar fall, fuzzy distortion lazar fall
862 Moog Prodigy hi ripper fx, funky ripper fx, robotic sapz fx
863 Moog Prodigy Cybo drop synth fx, euro rise fx
864 Moog Prodigy out a body fx rise, out a body zap
865 Dirty FX 5 dry and 5 with fx, made with 80's sony microphone electronic effects
866 Juno 2 Synths FX Tron blast, snap pop, ufo, skratch
867 CS-20 M FX retard *fx*, 70's phase shuttle, double analog bass
868 CS-20 M Synth FX tripe fade sound, buzzen slow down, i hate you so much soun
869 CS-20 M Synth FX 3 techno rising fx, 3 tehno droping fx synths
914 Sound FX 1 female scream, face hit, gun shot, phone ring, bird chirping, running

water, underwater sound, strange noise
915 Sound FX 2 Rain, 5 dj scratches, snare lazar mix, water drop #2, organ hit, hard orch

hit, rezo hit, bow wow bottom, piano kitchen
916 Sound FX 3 whistle, blast, "ha", laugh, lat aga, disco string down hit, guitar hit,

electricity, cow trip
917 Sound FX radio annoucement background fx (long), psycho explosion
918 Sound FX wind #3, thunder
919 Sound FX long trance break sound fx
920 Sound FX Rocket shiup take off
921 Sound FX ufo no. 29, space sound, encouster sk-a-ratch
922 Sound FX lazar spin, aligator stew, funktioning

GUITARS

778 Rock Guitar - 5 samples (riffs & distortion guitar) - Top of Page
779 Guitar FX Loops & Rock 4 loops, 1 echo gtr, 4 rock gtr chords. from f.a.g. cd vol 1.
780 Guitar Blues Loops from f.a.g. cd vol 1. 3 bluesy gtr loops
781 Acoustic GTR #2 3 loops, 2 samples of gtr sounds from f.a.g. cd vol 1
782 Acoustic GTR Loops #3 5 loops 65 bpm on G note. from f.a.g. cd vol. 1
783 Guitar FX loops #2 5 loops, 1 gtr fall from f.a.g. cd vol. 1
784 Guitar FX Funk 3 Loops 6 loops of funkiness from f.a.g. cd vol. 1
785 Guitar FX Loops 4 4 loops, 6 gtr notes from f.a.g. cd vol. 1

11S 16+,
www.midimark.com
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GUITAR (continued)

786 Guitar Funk FX #5 2 cartoon gtrs, bluesy run, 2 simple loops, fuzz gtr chord
787 Funk Guitar FX #6 Fuzz Blues, twanger, deep buzzy, bum loop, frett down wha, hi blues
788 Guitar FX Funk #7 3 sqweeky loops, echo gtr, wha wha bouncy loop
843 Guitars Wha-wha 5 rusty guitar wha wha sounds / loops sound fx air blasts
844 Sounds funk guitar, qr10 crash cymble, 2 ny house sounds
845 Harp 5 Glissandos / Runs
846 Harp Sounds mmp regular harp, metal harp (juno 2, d-50) full length playable
847 Harp Era & Sax harp era full lenght harp sound, saxon it up

SYNTHS

729 01W pad synths - apocalyps, rockshow 2, neutrons, bavaria, double bow, moonlight
730 01W Organs + registers, full pipes, jazz org, principal, prophet 600 organ, cz fantasy

organ, rock show, tg pipe org, ts dist organ, ts drawbars
731 01W Synth Snds - Italiano delicato, garle bass, slider pad, piano fusionete
732 01W Pad Strings Horn - warm brass, miles, pad stringy, soft pad, tasian wind, legato strng
733 01W Synths - Down pad, explorer, bass suite, synth rezz
734 01W Pads - pitz pipe, pulse pad, awakening, wondering guitaro, tremelo organ
735 01W Pads - osmosis soft synth, slarreyes voc style pad, star pad piano
736 TG55 Synths - obie euro synth & lead, winter bell pad, dream a stratocaster style
737 Synths - matrix pipeala cool J, memory moog brass, arp 2600 elc funk trump
738 TG55 Pads - stereo male vox ahh, synthy pad rex
739 D-50 Comping - harpsicord, bass marimba, synth brass horns
740 D-50 Comping #2 - accoustic bass, jazz ghitar, d50 brass, voices of death
741 Strings & Bell - Authentic string section, bell style phone ring
742 Funky Bass & Lead - Fat analog multi sampled bass for funky urban prod, lead tripen
743 DX-7 Proud dx - electic piano, elec gtr 1, 2, super bass dx, housy organ, fm bells,

bass mixture
744 Roland Synths - lo strings, harmonica, cleste bell, whitleing, plucky vibe, fibass, bell

midi, sync sound
745 K5 - ballad pad, science bell
746 CS20m Funk Synths - zap synth, boat synth, freaktacular, go bak 2 fnk, e z fat lead,

wayside funk, stereo shine, lowrey organ
747 CS20m Funk Synths 2 - fat rise synth, isley lead, legato lead, method bass, duo bass,

chunky bass
748 CS20m Funk Synths 3 - dark funk bass, bp bass, truana bass, compression pop bass, fat

krunch b3 ogan, house klub organ
749 CS20m Funk Synths 4 - sly city funk, playaz synth
750 CS20m Funk Synths 5 - egyption bass, tug boat bass, planet punk bass, stag-reg bass,

TB303 emulation, sequenz bass
751 CS20m Funk Synths 6 - mama jamma bass, juno bass, mono bass, 80khz bass, seq bass,

eq'd mad prick bass
752 CS20m Funk Synths 7 - little funky ass lead, polygonal synth
753 CS20m Mix Synths - wha up, fat lead, rikidy organ, tricky up, dj kik synth, ugly puss-e
754 CS20m Analog Bells - multi-sampled analog bells - 1553 blks
755 CS20m Strings - wicked analog strings - 1057 blks
756 CS20m Funk Comp - midi range-ee funk synth, pluker synth, cs pipes
757 CS20m Synth Comp - compelling synth, cs bass #1-4
758 CS20m Synth Comp - electic piano, piano bell, steele drums, bass guitar 1, 2
760 CS20m Synth Comp - harsh phase synth
761 CS20m Synth of 80's - take it off, round analog lead, 80's synth, clav synth, tez sub bass,

tekno punch
770 MC Mystery - Disk 1 long sample time mysterious pad synth
770 MC Mystery - Disk 2 long sample time mysterious pad synth (771) -----------
789 Trinity Rhodes 1 Mel's rhodes piano, piano guitar, just right electric piano
790 Trinity Electric Piano Electric piano multi-sampled 1562 blocks
791 Trinity Electric Piano 2 Expressive Electric piano 978 blocks, Tube Bells 536 blocks
792 Trinity Choir Slow Choir Big blocks disk
793 Trinity Piano 90's piano big blocks - tm
794 Trinity Pad & Bells Orange Bells, Frozen Sea
795 Trinity Heaven vibes, trombone section, spec's lead
796 Trinity Strings String Section (in stereo) 1576 blocks
797 Trinity Saxophone 912 blocks, Ahhhhz 609 blks
798 Trinity Pad Tsunami Wave Disk 1 799 - (798) Trinity Pad Tsunami disk 2
800 Trinity Acoustic Piano Acoustic piano small version for asr-x or unexpanded eps.

1455 blocks
801 Trinity Acoustic Piano Acoustic piano disk 1 - same sounds as disk 800 2780 blocks,

Not for use with asr-x
802 - (801) Acoustic Piano disk 2
803 Trinity Bells Bell boy 1447 blocks
804 Trinity Bells Big BIG - bell boy Disk 1 2678 blocks same sound as disk 803

Not for use with asr-x
805 - (804) Big Bell Boy disk 2
806 Trinity Brass full brass big blocks
807 Trinity rocken lead, kalimba, velocity slap bass, hi flute
815 Trinity Trumpet, Mandolin, lead electric
816 Trinity Steel drums, snp dog bass, harp run, futur synth, fm bass, arena bell
870 Brass proteus loud brass, reverse symble, bell fast
871 Matrix 6 bright trumpets, electric steel drums
872 Matrix 6 Dark piano, tight comping, comping bass
873 Matrix 6 Kawai Piano multi-sampled full lenght piano
874 Matrix 6 electric piano, smaoked out piano, noisy flute, dark marimba, lil

country, fairy bell
875 Matrix 6 plucky piano 1558 blocks, multi sampled

you can page a
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SYNTHS (continued)

Disk #, Disk Name, Disk Description

876 More Rap Rhodes 12 jazz / RnB chords, 3 echo chords, acoustic bass note, opn hh, 909 hh,
real snare, 909 gated comp kik

877 Matrix 6 Curly strings, cz style trumpet, full effect pipe, electric piano edit
878 Matrix 6 stringy vocal choir ( 1 multi sampled instrument)
879 Matrix 6 classy strings
880 Matrix 6 contempt strings, solo violen x, wheel bass, fugalish horn, 70's synth trump
881 CS-20 M play bell pad, waldo synth, lil pauls place organ, robot speaksynth,
882 Matrix 6 fanfare hornz, superlative synth, pop synth, pop strings, luis horn
883 Matrix 6 Whitney synth, word up organ, strings (intense)
884 Matrix 6 mid sheets, jazzy organ, drama strings, melow strings, solo string, dark syn
885 Matrix 6 new sound (rap funk) synth, smacked bass, pluckhit bell, raga E trumpet
886 Matrix 6 devil made me synth (guitarish overdriven sound)
887 Matrix 6 slight distortion organ, bended trumpet, snake raiser, da mystik strings,

popsicle synth, tropical & lead
888 Matrix 6 dandy lead, muted clav, alien piano, toy piano, ear tweak organ
889 Matrix 6 mean industrial synth
890 Matrix 6 rollen bass, evolver synth, prince of theives, in search of lead
891 Matrix 6 Cybo bass, funkchun lead, injut synth, elec guitar emulation
892 Matrix 6 siziling synth, profit sinth
893 Matrix 6 polyhorns, synth acoustic electric, real deathly strings, asian tapestry
894 Matrix 6 fudruckers organ, fatartic bass, erotic guitar synth, pulse-fiction bass
895 CS-20 M rezy plucky, shake drone, come back fuzz, characteristic blitz, doingy bass
923 Roland snow caps, rising string section, plucked strings
924 Roland next choir, right on strings, chapel strings
925 Roland bandwidth strings, dynasty strings, cloud tops
926 Roland glass bells, slow tonator
927 Roland trying times pad, glass shrine, soft bells
928 Roland icy cavern, black & white movie
929 Roland long growth, dream scape, psi-node
930 Roland water & sky pad, creepy strings
931 Roland JX-10 pad, jet fuel, night caves, oil drums, dudly
932 Roland guitar plucker, fence rider, obx type synth, pleasing synth
933 Roland day electric piano, fluter bell, strum-ee
934 Roland grand synth, plucky organ, the grind, bluto
935 Roland male ahhs
936 Roland fun raveland, sequnce detuned synth, pleasure synth, probator bell

House / Techno Sounds

762 CS20m Rave Synths - rave lead, blap bass, wring bass, krafty bleep, sauce bass, real rez bass,
rez rise-lo

763 CS20m Hard House - hard hse lead, dirty granite, flying nat, trent rez synth, quarky ufo
765 CS20m Underground - percussive dark synth, undaground house synth
772 House Synths wha-hse piano, shy hit, ritualistic hit, oldy hit, juno synth, hi strings
773 Electronica spunky synth, fat location synth, d-50 strings, native digidance
774 Dance Hard House - mc303 G bass, irrational, lazarette, submarine siren alert, hi tense synth,

bleepee synth, deep house snd, house hit, fuz-grg bass, ship freiter horn
775 Novation & CS20m acid drop, bubba plop, analog clave, muffys plop, popular hard lead, all

night rave synth, bass station 00-04 mono bass presets
776 Cyber & Rave - Buzz out, white noise, usefull beep, 87 rave bass, distorted egg bass,

garage loop
777 Industrial - hard kik, skreatch, car change, train horn, slide & stop, cartoon pattern,

short perc syn, tabla, cat kill, 3 industrial synths
902 House sounds q burg bass 1, 2, glass bass drop fx, klap with scratch, taz euro synth,

layard progressive lead, drum beat, moog bz bass, house receptor, 909
velocity sensitive snare

903 House Siren & FX House siren 1, 2, metal boinger, what twerp, fall down siren
904 House 2 dance loops, log e bass, gtr hit, tronica bass, tronic synth, techno kit 1, 2,

2 buzzy sinths
905 Disco Trance Sounds - disco trance up'r loop, sci world drone, space ship, hard trance tom 1, 2
906 Vocals take me higher, were we go, scream muffled, phat tach bass, 3 house

popular house leads, DRT string, techno-opolis lead
907 House pulse synth, great noise, latin perc loop, space duck synth, ha skratch, woo

popular, record noise loop bass, skratch, hit sound, jb synth, "hey babe"
908 House Synths tekno badness, rickedy sinth, bad synth, vox house, techno 80's bass

sweep, fullness orch, mean pad
909 Synths rezing up strings, quido synth
910 Speed Garage house piano old, trace sounds, twighlight zone, sambient pipe, speed

bumps, latin reagae, classic house sound, good house bass, up your horn,
echoed bass, house beat, lead sounds, geleatanous, string spit

911 House sounds hse echo me, techno be back, junQ bass, reznat trump, prcussion lead
house, deep club bass, 99 house org hit, off bt ghitar, z bad deter, water
lead, string hit, mora love, ericka organ, organ triple, reverb buzzer

912 Moog Prodigy rave tronics deep bass fx, analog warmth pad, r2 trippen fx
913 70's Sounds organ fall, deep horn, snap clap 2, horn fall, "it's showtime", horn hit, block

hit, crewd hi hat, flutey hat, noiz piano, reso bell

Bass

678 Fuzzed Out Basses
759 CS20m Bass comp - puht fat bass, lil fantasy synth
899 Matrix 6 dx type bass thick, birdland bass, distortion frets, mini bass
900 Matrix 6 BASS veloswitch bass, pulsar bass, pugey bass, panic bass, dark brown

bass, styx bass, funk art bass, balloon bass
901 Matrix 6 Electric bass 1, 2, mooog bass with attack, buzzical synth,

grand slam piano
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Compatible with asr-10, asr-x, eps16+, ts-10,
ts-12, k-2000 v2 software or higher.

Available Now!
Price $199

All of the sounds listed on pages 10-12
are included on this cd-rom

Sounds from the mpc-60, mpc-3000,
Trinity, Martrix-6, O1W, CS20-M,
OB-X, Juno-2, MC-303, And 70's
Vinyl Sounds that are PHAT!

All new:
Acoustic Pianos Electric Pianos
Funky Bass Rap Bass
Dance Bass New Vocals
Choir Sounds Harp Runs
Harp Sounds Matrix 6 sounds
Trinity Sounds Horns - Brass
Scratching Real Sound FX
Electronic Snd FX Wha Wha Guitars
Guitar Loops Drum Loops
Organs Strings & More!



CD ROM
Powerhouse Vol. 1 Our Disk Library of EPS/ASR sounds that are listed
on pages 4-5 are included.  Plus more like:  Acoustic percussion and drum
loops, trance fx, exclusive guitar samples,  song demos, sound effects, jazz
hits (These samples are available only on this CD ROM).   $199  Over 3,000
samples in all.   Over 1,100 instruments.

System requiments:
EPS 16+, ASR-X, ASR-10, TS-10, or TS-12. SCSI kit, Ensoniq CD ROM drive,
compatible CD ROM drive from midimark and,SCSI cable.  Over 3,000 samples in all.

Sound List:
All of the sounds listed on
pages 4-5!

ASR-10
ASR-X
EPS-16
TS-10 & 12

Sound Quality 5 out of 5   Keyboard Magazine

Reviews:  "For 1,162 Instruments, it's an outright bargain."  "This is not some randomly
organized, ...collection ...20 page directory ...these guys are serious."  Transoniq Hacker

Powerhouse Vol. 2 $199

Sound List:
All of the sounds listed on pages 6-9!

Find all of your favorite sounds on 1 CD-ROM disk.
Easily locate and load sounds within seconds.
When creativity is on the line, this CD jams!

System requiments:
ASR-X, EPS 16+, ASR-10, TS-10, or TS-12. SCSI kit, Ensoniq CD ROM
drive, compatible CD ROM drive from midimark and, SCSI cable.

CD-ROM DRIVES
4X CD ROM DRIVE $199.00 or   $150 w/purchase of a Powerhouse CD.
SCSI CABLE INCLUDED
CADDYLESS
COMPATIBLE WITH:
EPS 16+, ASR-X, ASR-10, TS-10, TS-12,
AKAI S-1000, MPC-3000, MPC-2000

Super Deal  4x CD-ROM drive, Pwrhse1, Pwrhse2 - $499

Price break down (cd1-$199, cd2-$150, drive $149 + $17 shipping to all drive orders.  Actual price $516.00)
Call Toll Free (800) 301-6434 • 562 699-0095 • www.midimark.com • Fax 562 699-0864 • no refunds on open software.

(Drives appearance may differ)

CD Duplicating

Supply your CD as a master and we will duplicate CD-R copies with black and white labels.
$6 each minimum 10 CDs.

A CD order form MUST be filled out before any mastering or CD duplication begins.

Each CD will be marked with "manufactured by Midi Mark / CA" as constituted by the State of
California.

To get an order form visit our website at:    http://www.midimark.com/cdform.html
Or call to get one by fax or mail.

Great to use as demo's.

All prices subject to change.

CD Mastering

$20 per song.  5 song minimum.
We only use top of the line EQ's, Tube Preamps, Exciters, Enhancers and state of the art
Compression to make your CD's loud, clear and full of bass.

With over 10 years of experience we have the quality and expertise you need to get the job
done right.

Included with your mastering order you get one CD-R and a simple black and white label on
the CD.  Additional CD-R copies with labels are $6 each.

We can accept Cd's, dats and even cassette tapes as master of which you are the copyright
holder.

Past clients include: DMC Records, Thump Records, Megatone Records, Hypnotic Records.

Duplicate Your Music On CD!



SHIPPING CHARGES:
Phone Number 562-698-5488 800-301-6434
Fax Number 562-698-7188 website
Email:             Sales@midimark.com www.midimark.com

APT.

NAME ON CARD _________________________________SIGNATURE _______________________________
     AMERICAN EXPRESS    DISCOVER CARD
     VISA       MASTERCARD   EXP. DATE _______  CARD # _______________________________________

SUB TOTAL

CA RES. ADD 8.25% TAX

*SHIPPING & HANDLING $4.5O MINIMUM

FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $10.00

TOTAL

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY     ST.    ZIP

PHONE  (        )

FAX #     (        )

SAMPLER MAKE MODEL

ORDER FORM
USE SEPERATE SHEET IF NEEDED

PAY BY      MONEY ORDER

OR       CHECK #_________MIDI MARK PRO. (562) 698-5488  FAX (562) 698-7188   Credit card orders only shipped to address of statement.

TERMS:  Fill in order form completely.  If paying by check allow
3 weeks delivery.  Send M/O for fastest delivery (shipped next bus. day)
Foreign orders:  2 - 3 weeks delivery and must pay by international
money order only (U.S. dollars). Credit card orders shipped to st
Return defective 3.5" disks within 30 days for replacement.
After 30 days send $5.00 per disk.  Sorry, no refund or exchange.
All Prices & Specs subject to change.
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U.S.A.
PLEASE FORWARD MAIL

OVER 100 NEW DISKS!

www.midimark.com
email  info@midimark.com

New Phone & Fax Number
same 800 301-6434 ok

Ordering by phone information

Please have this information when ordering.
1. your name 2. your mailing address 3. your phone number
4. tell us exactly which sampler you're ordering for
5. tell us what you're ordering  6. visa or master card or C.O.D.
7. name on card  8. card number  9. exp. date

4x CD ROM DRIVES $199*
Instock Now!

Shipping prices on 1-10 disks $4.50   add $1.50 for every 5 disks thereafter.
For next day air (1-10 disks) --> $19  add $1.50 for every 5 disks thereafter.
For 2nd day air (1-10 disks) --> $11    add $1.50 for every 5 disks thereafter.
For C.O.D. add $6  only available on next day or 2nd day air via ups.
New UPS regulations pay by Money Order ONLY (payable to midimark)


